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Senate to
begin trial
of Clinton

S.

Networks to
broadcast
hearings
ABC, CNN. FOX will broadcast Thursday's impeachment
proceedings
NEW YORK AP) — Several national television networks plan to broadcast Thursday's historic Senate impeachment proceedings.
ABC, CNN and FOX said
they plan full coverage of the
proceedings. CBS said a decision had not been made on
whether they will carry the proceedings. Representatives of
NBC and MSNBC did not immediately return calls inquiring
about coverage plans.

Cold grips
nation as
more snow
hits East
BUFFALO, N.Y.(AP) — Winter tightened its grip on the
Northeast and Great Lakes
region early today, with storms
brirtging even more snow to
areas that have been pummeled with more than 2 feet
since the weekend.
The storm that shut down
Buffalo and surrounding towns
Monday made a second pass
Tuesday. dropping up to 16
inches of snow. Heavy snow
also fell today in parts of Michigan. where 26 inches has fallen.
And where it wasn't snowy,
it was cold — "painfully cold,
like you got smacked,"said construction -worker Pat Provo,
red:faced and bundled in layers of clothing. at a construction site in downtown Milwaukee.
"Nobody wants to work in
it, but you've got to do it," he
said.
The winter weather has
claimed at least 100 lives since
this weekend in the eastern
United States and Ontario.
More snow and cold was in
the forecast today for the northern Plains and Great Lakes.
"I'm bundling up 'big time.
I'm kind of afraid .to go out in
the snow because I'm afraid
I'll get stuck," said Amy Clark.
18, a homteas woman who
stays at Next Door shelter in
Kalamazoo, Mich.
Detroit schools were closed
again today, extending winter
vacation for 180,000- students.
Other school closures were
scattered across the East.
In southern states, residents
unused to icy conditions struggled to adjust and looked 'forward to warmer weather.
Tennessee had single-digit
morning lows, and the exposure deaths of homeless men
were reported in Nashville and
Memphis. In South Carolina,
utility crews went house to
house to restore power after
a fierce weekend ice storm,
while people without water had
to live with the situation.
"There are no companies
that will go out and defrost
pipes," said' Mandy Richburg
of Gene Love Plumbing Service in West Columbia, S.C.
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By LAURIE KELLMAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Split even among themselves, Senate
GOP leaders are struggling for agreement with Democrats on how
to proceed when President Clinton's impeachment trial begins Thursday.
Beyond establishing a date to formally open the historic perjury
and obstruction of justice trial, nearly everything else is unsettled —
from whether there will be witnesses to the length of the proceedings.
"It has to be done not only expeditiously, but fairly," Senate
Majority Leader Trent Lott, R-Miss., said after meeting Tuesday with
Senate Democratic leader Tom Daschle and Chief Justice William H.
Rehnquist, who will preside over the first impeachment trial of a
president in 130 years.
Some two weeks after a House vote made Clinton just the second impeached president in history, the 106th Congress takes its
seats today with the trial at the top of the agenda. In the House,
one of the first orders of business will be to reappoint the 13 House
Republicans who will serve as prosecutors in the Senate trial.
Daschle told reporters Tuesday that starting the trial without a
defined plan for proceeding would be an "invitation to a prolonged
process that would take weeks if not months, probably months."
At the White House, spokesman Joe Lockhart said the uncertainty leaves the president's lawyers "in the position of preparing for all
eventualities. In general, we'd like to know which direction we're
going in, but we understand the process."
The White House signaled this week it would present an aggressive defense if the Senate conducted a full-blown trial.

IM See Page 2

A Taste of Winter

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
Area residents got an early morning surprise Wednesday as snow dusted roads, leading to the closure of the county schools. Reports indicate that the heaviest snow fell
on the southern and eastern parts of the county, leaving many city yards untouched.

Council member resigns
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
One of the first items of business for the new
Murray City Council will be filling out its reks
following Tuesday's resignation of one of its new
members.
Mayor Freed Curd confirmed that R.C. Jones
turned in a letter of resignation to his office Tuesday afternoon.
Curd said the city council must appoint some-

one to replace Jones within 30 days or Gov. Paul
Patton will be asked to fill the vacancy.
Jones, who said he was resigning "for personal
reasons only," said the resignation was effective
immediately.
Curd, who declined to comment on Jones' resignation, said he will submit the letter to the city
council during its first meeting Jan. 14.

• See Page 2

Leadership elections fall into place
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — There were
a few rumbles among the disenfranchised,
but the elections for, party leadership spots
went as scripted to open the 1999 General Assembly organizational session.
Larry Saunders of Louisville had a much
easier time with his second election as
president of the Senate, once again with
Republican endorsement.
Joey Pendleton of Hopkinsville was elected president pro tern.
Democrats in the Senate, who have been
quidlli contentious since Saunders led the
overthrow of a veteran party leadership
learn in 1997, did not challenge the new
slate Tuesday.
David Karem, D-Louisville, is the lone
holdover in a position of influence as
majority floor leader. Gary Johnson o;
Pikeville is Democratic caucus chairman
and Walter Blevins of West Liberty is
whip.

Jackson ready to serve
By AMY WILSON
Managing Editor
With the General Assembly in its opening week. State Sen. Bob Jackson of Murray is seeking to further western Kentucky interests by throwing his hat in the ring
for key leadership positions.
have been asked to consider co-chairing the Senate Education Committee and
I feel very good about the prospects," Jackson said. "Education is very important to
the entire state and to western Kentucky. There is not a better economic development tool than education. We can do the state a lot of good (in this area)..."
Jackson is also eyeing membership spots on the Transportation Committee and the
Banking and Insurance Committee.
•
"I am very interested in the Cadiz to Mayfield road project and have worked on
it for several years," he said. -I want to see it through and I have a better -chance
to do so as a member of the committee.

• See Page 2
As expected, Senate Republicans made
two leadership changes.
David Williams of Burkesville was elect:

ed minority floor leader, succeeding Dan
Kelly of Springfield. Charlie Borders of
Russell v, elected caucus chairman, replac-

ing Dick Roeding of Fort Mitchell. No
others were nominated.
Elizabeth Tod, of Radcliff was given
another two-year term as minority whip.
also. without opposition.
Kelly, floor leader since 1995. had lost
support in the caucus and survived an
ouster attempt by a single vote last year
He and Roeding, in effect, stepped aside
quietly. Williams said Kelly and Roeding
"have both been gentlemen" about the
change.
The slate of House Democrats won. re.electiOn without opposition. They are Speaker Jody Richards of Bowling Green. Speaker Pro Tern Larry Clark of Louisville. Floor
Leader Greg Stumbo of Prestonsburg, Caucus Chairman Jim Callahan of Southgate
and Whip Joe Barrows of Versailles.
Rep. Pete Worthington of Ewing said
he dropped the idea of challenging Stumbo because he did not have the votes
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Pay issue resolved — for now
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
Legislators sworn into new terms
this year are making more money
for their troubles. But the difficulty in ensuring higher legislative pay is not resolved past next
year.
The raise, effectively amounting to a 50 percent increase in
their daily pay and monthly
expense reimbursements, was
attached to the-biennial budget.
As a result, it will expire on June
30, 2000. when the budget period ends and the pay rate would
return to its former level.
House Speaker Jody Richards,
D-Bowling Green; said lawmakers were aware of the temporal
nature of the raise. To make it
permanent 'will require placing the
new figures into law or, in the

E

Tonight Mostly cloudy with
a chance of rain or snow
Colder with the lows 20s
Thursday.. Partly sunny
Highs 25 to 35.

Compensation figures
(AP) - Compensation for General Assembly members elected in
1998. The figures in parentheses are for the 19 senators who were
elected in 1996.
—$151 daily pay ($107.48)
—$88 daily expenses while in session ($88)
—$15 committee-chairman per meeting ($10.75)
—$1,435 monthly expenses out of session (all)
—$950 yearly postage allowance (all)
—$203 monthly health insurance benefit (all)
—$50 stationery allowance per session (all)
alternative, attaching it again to approved $100 for each day of
the next budget adopted by the legislative service. For those times
when the legislature is not in ses2000 General Assembly.
"I think it can be done and sion, there was a $950 monthly
should be done," Richards said. allotment.
In 1996. lawmakers tied those
"I think everybody will be used
to it by then, and..I think it will figures to inflation, providing modest .incleases each year thereafter.
be re-enacted."
•
The last time there ,was a sub- -For. 1998. for example. the daily
stantive increase in
for lawmakers was in 1982, when they
See Page 2

Month celebrates school boards
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BERNARD KANE Ledger & Times photo
CREATING A MASTERPIECE...Brittany Lemons, a sixthgrader at North Elementary, makes an art piece during
library time Tuesday.
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By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Five years ago, the National
School Board Association in Washington felt a need to honor school
hoard members across the country.
The result was School Board
Recognition Month, which is now
lobserved by 14,885 school districts throughout the United States.
' Not only is this month designed
to honor school board members,

it is also meant to encourage people to learn more about their local
board systems and possibly become
more involved in the decisionmaking processes of their local
school systems.
Kentucky is participating in its
fourth School Board Recognition
Month this January.
Although not every state is using
January as its month. most states
in the United States are taking
time in the upcoming months to

honor their board members. Schools
throughout the state are encouraged to choose their own individual ways of honoring their board
members.
Both the Murray and Calloway
County school systems are taking
time to recognize the efforts- of
their school boards.
"At the next board meeting,
which will be Jan. 14 for us, I'll

III See Page 2
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pay was $105.58 and the monthly allotment was $1,002.97.
During a late-night session of
the Senate budget committee during the waning days of the 1998
session, lawmakers included a provision to the legislative branch
budget bill to increase the daily
pay to $151 and the monthly
allowance to $1,435. Those sums
are still tied to increases in the
Consumer Price Index and will
rise each year with inflation. Also
added was a $950 yearly postage
allowance for members.
Legislative, leaders and committee chairmen also will see an
increase in the additional pay they
get for their duties.
Although legislators are the
only people who cin raise their
own pay, they have usually been
unable to muster the votes to do
so. The most recent raise was an
example of how difficult it has
been.
The raise applies only to legislators elected to a new term in
November 1998 and sworn in this
'
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policy making body for the school
system,
making decisions on matdo what I do every year, and that's
recogyie-them for all those Pres- ters of student conduct, employent, and thank them for the time ment policies, health and safety
that they give us., I usually give issues, discipline, graduation
them a letter on behalf of the requirements, and many other matschool system," said W.A. Franklin,. ters related to the operation of the
superintendent of the Murray City school system.
"We just don't raise something
school system.
without
having a chance to dis"We do try to recognize board
cuss
it
first," said Franklin. "I
members individually," said Larry
Salmon, -superintendent of the Cal- think around here the boards and
the superintendents have great relaloway County School System.
Calloway County will also take tionships and realize that this is
time to recognize the efforts of a team and we're all in this togeththeir board members at their next er."
He also added that it was relief
board meeting. Board members
will be presented with personal to know "that I've got a group
of respected citizens who are behind
letters.
some
of the decisions that I have
Calloway County school board
to
make."
Mark
members ,are Steve Grogan,
"The school board is the govWinchester, Rick Murdock, Jeff
erning
body of the school disGordon and Terry Bourland. Murtrict,"
Salmon
said. "Everything
ray City board members are Jerry
in
this
school
district
ultimately proDuncan, Bill Smith, Van Haverceeds
from
the
board.
I don't think
stock, Sally Alexander and Richard
we could separate the board and
Crouch.
the superintendent in that relaFor Haverstock, the current chair
tionship."
of the Murray board, the motivaThe Murray school system elects
tion to become involved in school
members at-large, meaning that they
one.
simple
was
a
administration
can be from anywhere in the city.
-Children," Haverstock said. "I
Calloway, on the other hand, elects
went to Murray High and gradumembers from various districts,
wanted
to
see
ated in 1971, and I
based
on where they live. While
that tradition continue, but mostthere
are
pros and cons to both
ly I just wanted to do what's right
both boards have
arrangements,
for the children."
That sentiment is echoed by enjoyed a high level of success
Rick Murdock, who is currently and cooperation.
Both board members and superserving his 10th year on the Calloway County School Board. Mur- intendents alike also stress that comdock has seen many things in his munity support in this area is
stay on the board, including the excellent. This is important because
one of the major functions of the
introduction of KERA.
school
board is to serve as the
-My wife had been a school
communication
link between the
teacher, and my family was very
superintendent
and
the public.
interested in education," Murdock
"I think that there's tremendous
said. "You get to see kids grow
up, and you get to see children interest in this community in what
excelling. You-get to see the fruits the board does," Franklin said.
He also added that while there
of the labor of putting a whole
might
not be a large number of
school system together that works
people
running for seats on the
as a team."
The theme of teamwork is some- board,:there is not a sense of the
thing that both the superintend- community being displeased with
ents and board members realize. the actions of the board.
"The Murray-Calloway County
With the superintendent being
directly employed by the school area is very supportive of educaboard, cooperation is essential to—" Murdock said. "They are
the working environment of the very pro-education and supportive
of seeing schools become aboveschool system.
The school board is also the chief average."

• Elections
From Page 1
Worthington said he was upset
that Stumbo had openly challenged
Gov. Paul Patton.
Republican Brian Crall of
Owensboro actually nominated Jeff
Hoover of Jamestown to be House
minority caucus chairman because
he said Hoover had the votes to
win their contest. The other two
GOP positions in the House were
unchallenged — Floor Leader
Danny Ford of Mount Vernon and
Whip Woody Allen of Morgantown.
Ford said it would be his last
term as floor leader.
A couple of veteran Senate
Democrats, who will lose powerful positions because they opposed
Saunders. did not rise to join a
standing ovation given Saunders.
Saunders made something of a
production of his election. He
called out eight other senators to
Join him in the back of the chamber. then left the podium, walked
to the rear of the room, then had
them accompany him to the podium .again to be sworn in At presiding officer
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From Page 1
Fresksriticism surfaced among
Republicans on Tuesday over the
bipartisan plan for a proceeding
as short as a week — a proposal mostly favored by Democrats
looking for a vote to censure the
president rather than remove him
from office. The likelihood of a
longer trial, meanwhile, grew —
with some senators predicting it
could last well into next month.
"I am not at all worried about
a two-to-three week process that
could take us into mid-February,"
said Sen. Larry Craig, R-Idaho, a
member of the GOP leadership.
The uncertainty persisted as the
Senate's senior Democrat, Robert
C. Byrd of West Virginia, issued
the first indication that any of the

Senate's 45 Democrats could vote
to remove Clinton from office.
On the final vote on the articles of impeachment, "I could go
either way based on. the evidence
as I've seen it or heard it. And
I've followed it pretty closely,"
he said in an interview on the
C-Span cable TV network.
According to Senate sources
who spoke on condition of
anonymity, Lott said in closeddoor meetings during the day that
following Thursday's largely ceremonial events, he wants opening arguments presented the following Monday by representatives
of the House and the White House.
Craig said he envisioned giving each side three or four days
to present its evidence.
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From Page 1
Victoria Colson, called the sherThe meeting will be one day
after Jones, 64. of Fox Meadows
Drive, IS scheduled to be arraigned
in Calloway District Court on a
charge of first-offense driving
while under the influence, a misdemeanor.
Jones was arrested by a Calloway County sheriff's deputy Dec.
22 following a report of a domestic dispute and assault at a Seth
Lane residence.
According to an affidavit from
Deputy Max Parrish, a woman..
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iff:s department to report Jones
was at her house and was drunk.
She later called back to say
Jones had pulled down his pants
and exposed himself to her and
that her husband, Steve Colson,
was hitting Jones, who left the
scene in his truck, the affidavit
said.
The incident happened one
week after Jones and five other
new city councilmen were sworn
in. Jones received 1,597 votes,
the ninth-highest total, during the
general election in November.
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Franklin estimated that board happy with what our kids and
members spend 25-30 days and teachers have done, and maybe
nights out of the year either going one kid does something wrong and
to meetings, attending special ses- that's the headline. The other 11
sions abroad, or attending manda- months, nothing ever really got in
the newspaper."
tory training classes.
The school board holds the
Although lack of public support was rarely expressed as a power to expel or take other
problem, there were some instance's strong disciplinary actions against
of people misinterpreting the role student discipline problems. The
of board members. One common- superintendent can approve whatly stated problem was the one of ever decisions they make, but has
people coming to beard members no power to expel a student himwith complaints about the admin- self.
With the recent discipline probistration of their schools.
lems,
such as the recent Heath
"I think once you get experience as a board member, you learn High School shooting incident, that
how to handle situations that arise have appeared in the news, disciin the public," Murdock said. plinary_ decisions have become all
"Instead of us becoming a vehi- the more important to school boards
cle for complaints, we become a everywhere.
way to route people to the corMurdock noted that while getrect people to talk to."
ting to see young people grow
As in any situation, differences and mature into responsible citiof opinion occasionally arise. Yet, zens is a major advantage of being
as Salmon said, there has never a board member, having to deal
been any personal bad feelings with discipline problems is probproduced. The efforts of board ably the most difficult part of his
members have certainly been job.
"I think the toughest part of
noticed by their superintendents.
They also identify with the pres- the job is having to sit and lissures of being on the school board. ten to a case of where a kid fell
"Sometimes they get discouraged through the cracks or got ignored,"
when they see the negative things Murdock said.
that get in the press," Franklin
Salmon echoed this opinion. "It's
said. "You know, a whole year tough for a board member to have
has been great, the tests scores to sit and suddenly be placed in
have been phenomenal, we're so the job of judge and jury::
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From Page 1

week. Thus, the 19 state Senate
members — half of the body —
who did not win new terms last
year will not get the Taise.
And the legislative budget, usually one of the most mundane
and boring pieces of legislation
passed during any session, barely got enough votes to be enacted last year. The tally was 20-17
in the Senate and 54-40 in the
House.
House Majority Leader Greg
Stumbo, D.Prestonsburg, who has
led the charge for legislative pay
raises in the past, said he favors
a system where all elected officers in state government — judges,
legislators and constitutional officers such as the governor — receive
the same percentage raise each year.
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From Page 1
am also seeking a spot on
the Tobacco Task Force in order
to address issues as they relate
to our growers and the tobacco
settlement. Tobacco is an area I
know something about because I
grew up on a farm," Jackson said.
Jackson has been in office for
two years.
New this year to the House of
Representatives is Buddy Buck-

ingham of Murray who is also looking at committee assignments.
He has indicated interest in the
House Education Committee (a
committee chaired for several years ,
by his predecessor Freed Curd),
as well 'as transportation and state
government.
"Formal assignments will be
made late Thursday or early Friday and it's not a done deal until
it's done," Jackson said.

Young,girl arrested,face
robbery, assault charges
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Calloway County man and a
female juvenile remained in custody Wednesday morning on felony
robbery and misdemeanor assault
charges for allegedly attacking a
woman after she refused to give
the girl money this past weekend.
sheriff's
County
Calloway
deputies charged Billy Young, 22,
of Seth Lane, and the 16-year-old
girl with first-degree robbery and
fourth-degree assault following their
arrests Tuesday night at a different Seth Lane home, Sheriff Stan
Scott said.
Linda Colson, 42, also of Seth
Lane, was treated for multiple bruises at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital about 11:15 p.m. Sunday and released, a hospital

spokesman said.
According to Scott, Colson
allowed Young, the girl and an
unidentified man into her room at
the Amerihost Inn Sunday night.
The girl allegedly asked Colson for some money, but Colson
refused, Scott said.
Young and the girl then allegedly began hitting Colson, held her
down while they took approximately $60 from her, then locked
her out of the room, Sc,ott said.
Colson went to the hospital,
which contacted the sheriff's department, Scott said.
Young remained in the Calloway County Detention Center
Wednesday on a $25,000 cash,
property or approved surety bond.
The girl remained in the Fulton County Detention Center.
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Clinton could lose more than job
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WASHINGTON (AP) — If the
impeachment case against President Clinton led to conviction in
a Senate trial, Clinton would lose
far more than his job.
Under a 1958 law, Clinton would
lose his $151,800 annual pension.
He also would lose related benefits funded by Congress, such as
the annual stipend former presidents
traditionally receive to run an office
and staff.
Although Congress may change
that law, presidential and constitutional scholars said that is unlikely, even given Clinton's current
stratospheric job approval ratings.
The national mood may well change
if the. impeachment process leads
to Clinton's removal from office,
scholars said.
"Ordinary people will probably
be outraged if he got a pension
if he was impeached and convicted."
said Akhil Reed Amar, a constitutional scholar at Yale University Law School.
Punishment could stop with the
provisions of the 1958 pension
law, but the senators who would
be Clinton's jury in an impeachment trial this month could also
take other steps. The Constitution
spells out some possible consequences of a Senate conviction. Others could be negotiated by the White
House. senators and Independent
Counsel Kenneth Starr.
Senators, if they chose, could
disqualify Clinton from seeking federal office again. Such punishment
would take a separate, majority
vote in the Senate, after the twothirds vote required to convict and
remove the impeached president.
"I think that's unlikely, and it's
piling on, but the Senate could

do it," said Dennis W. Johnson. a on Dec. 19 on charges of perjury
George Washington University and obstruction of justice in the
political science professor who investigation of his relationship with
teaches a course on the relation- former White House intern Monship between the White House and ica Lewinsky.
Congress.
The Constitution lays out the
Clinton could also face crimi- next step — a trial in the Senate
nal prosecution for perjury or other — and stipulates that "judgment,"
charges related to his ,relationship or a sentence, is limited to removal
with a former White House intern. from office, a ban on future fedSeveral impeached fedetal judges eral office and possible criminal
were criminally prosecuted in addi- prosecution.
tion to being thrown out of office
But since it has the power of
by the Senate.
the purse, Congress could punish
"We have never had a presi- Clinton further by refusing to pay
dent that was removed from office, for things such as a pension and
so there's no specific precedent." office expenses.
said Mark Klugheit, Senate speThus it is possible, although
cial counsel during the 1989 unlikely, Clinton could lose his
impeachment trial of former fed- Secret Service protection if Coneral judge Alcee Hastings. In that gress refused to pay for it.
case, the Senate convicted Hastings of bribery charges and removed
Congress recently considered
him from office even though he cutting off the lifetime allowances
had been acquitted years before for ex-presidents' staff and office
in a criminal trial. He is now a space, but then quietly continued
Democratic House member from the payments. The four living exFlorida.
presidents received about $2.2 milin 1098, including their penlion
0
,
4
-•
"Criminal prosecution depends sions, with Ronald Reagan receivon a bunch of things, inCluding ing the largest payment of $700,800.
Secret Service protection is fundwhether Starr believes impeachment
is enough. or if he feels further ed separately, and while the agency
prosecution is wurranted," Klugheit generally decides for itself who
merits protection, its approximatesaid.
Starr has indicated he might ly $600 million annual budget ultinot press for criminal prosecution, mately comes from Congress.
When President Nixon resigned
and such an assurance could be
part of any negotiated deal to cen- in disgrace over Watergate, he did
not lose his pension or other bensure Clinton.
is
By pardoning Nixon, Presiefits.
prosecution
Still, criminal
probably the heaviest sword over dent Ford spared him possible
Clinton's head, since it carries the criminal prosecution.
The only other president
potential for a felony conviction,
by the House, Andrew
impeached
rights
voting
of
loss
and
time
jail
Johnson in 1868, was acquitted in
and other privileges.
The House impeached Clinton the Senate by a single vote.

AROUND THE WORLD
Princess Juliana hospitalized
THE HAGUE, Netherlands (AP) — Princess Juliana, the 89year-old mother of Dutch Queen Beatrix, was hospitalized Monday after taking ill at home, a Royal House spokesman said.
He declined to elaborate on the nature of her illness, other than
to say there is nothing seriously wrong.
Juliana, 89, has had a full-time nurse since she broke her hip
last April. She underwent successful surgery to repair the break.
Juliana reigned for more than 31 years before absiicating in
favor of her daughter in 1980.

AROUND THE NATION
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False 'teeth maker sued
WASHINGT9N (AP) — The Justice Department on Tuesday
accused the nation's leading manufacturer of false teeth of illegally maintaining a monopoly by coercing distributors to not sell
the products of competitors.
In a suit filed in U.S. District Court in Delaware, the government alleges that Dentsply International Inc. entered into agreements with dealers that prevented them from adding competing
lines of false teeth. Dentsply refused to sell its teeth as well as
other dental laboratory products to—dealers who- also used competitors' artificial tooth lines, the department said.
According to the Justice Department, the arrangements affected
more than 80 percent of the nation's tooth distributors.

Fitness gurus come clean
WASHINGTON (AP) — When you're Richard Simmons, satisfying your junk food craving can require going undercover.
"It's terrible because where can Richard Simmons go to get
pizza?" the fitness guru said in Monday's USA Today. "There's a
Domino's about four-blocks from my house, so I lower my voice
and say, 'Hi, this is Mr. Reveles, and I'd like to get a pizza."
Television fitness expert Denise Austin and aerobics video star
Donna Richardson also came clean about their junk' food habits.
The two admitted they crave Krispy kreme doughnuts.
"They just melt in your mouth," Austin said.
"I eat well 80 percent of the time and eat junk the other 20
percent of the time," she said. "I work out, and that keeps my
metabolism up. ... I don't do 20 more minutes of exercise because
I ate one doughnut."

King sets up site
PORTLAND, Maine (AR). — If you think you've been get• ting
accurate information about your favorite horror writer on Web
sites named The Stephen King House O'Love or the Hungarian
Stephen King Headquarters. think again.
Fed up with misinformation spread about him online — including that he's retiring and that he gives tours of his house on Halloween —'King has set up an official site (www.stephenking.com)/
The site debuted in mid-December.
King's site has a lot of competition.
Online pages about him already have pictures. music, games.
puzzles, drawings and writings. There are Web pages devoted to
the beer King's characters drink, people named Stephen King and
what makes the real King tick.

Rowling creates success •
NEW YORK (AP) — In three years. Joanne Rowling has gone
from hard-up single mother to literary phenomenon.
"I went from being as poor as you can gee without being
homeless to being pretty well off;" said the 33-year-old British
writer, whose first book, "Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone"
has zoomed up the bestseller lists for children and adults. Her
second book, a sequel, has topped the lists all summer in Britain.,
Rowling said including British folklore and language hasn't
- limited her overseas appeal.
"I think people underestimate American children." she said in
Monday's editions of the Daily News. "The assumption they are
only interested in America is patronizing."

,Clark pushes for viewers
NV

1.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — TV producer Dick Clark hopes oddball pairings and a fast pace will lure viewers to the American
Music Awards next week.
Burt Bacharach and Elvis Costello arc teamed for a performance. rhythm & blues artists K-Ci & JoJo will join with Next.
and there's a performance by Blondie and Coolio.
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Would trial
shut down
Washington?
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Senate agonizing over whether to
throw Bill Clinton out of office,
the aid justice presiding over the
-trial, the White-House obsessed with
defensive tactics: It sounds like a
formula for gridlock.
All three branches of the government — the executive, legislative and judicial — are about to
be involved in what one senator.
Republican Arlen Specter of Pennsylvania; calls "the most important trial that's ever been conducted."
With no certainty about how
the impeachment drama plays itself
out, it is possible that Washington is headed for a standstill,
everything frozen in place until
Clinton's fate is, finally settled.
That could take days, weeks or
months, depending upon the forecaster. Rep. Maxine Waters,
an impeachment- opponent,
said during House committee hearings that a trial could consume
"perhaps a year."
There have been doomsday scenarios. A few days before the
House impeached Clinton, PaulBegala, a political adviser to the
president, predicted that such an
act would lead to chaos. "This is
going to make the government
shutdown look like a picnic," he
said: —
And a Republican congressman
who opposed impeachment, Rep.
Peter King of New York, foresaw
bitterness so severe that it would
eradicate bipartisanship.
"We are a nation intent on
killing itself, on destroying itself,"
King said."You won't see any cooperation, none at all. There's too
much bad blood on the floor."
Of course, dire predictions are
sometimes made for political reasons.
The case can be made that a
Senate trial won't make much difference. especially if it ends in
acquittal or compromise,and quickly.
After all, the country bas' lived
for nearly a year with the scandal and has prospered. With, the
Cold War over and the economy
good. what happens in Washington seems less crucial than it used
to.
Sen. Phil Gramm, R-Texas. who
is dubious of shortcut proNsals
for handling the trial. said "it's
more important that it be done
'right than it be done quickly."
Some senators say they could operate on a two-track system, legislation in the morning, trial in the
afternoon.
A handful of senators proposed
postponing Clinton's.Jan. 19 State
of the Union address if a trial has
not ended by then; the question
is up in the air. The other important deadline requires Clinton to
submit a budget by Feb. I. The
White House says it can do that,
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702 N. 12th
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502-274-3515
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In the culture war

FROM OUR READERS
Commercialization
not needed in LBL
Dear Editor:
This is not a traditional "letter to the editor,"
but both the timing and the topic make it appropriate for your readers.
In their recently adopted "principles for the management of LBL." the TVA committed to, and redefined., such key terms as. the mission, commercial!ration. and biodiversity.
It also continued the fiction that the people who
iwn LBL and pay the salaries of the people who
w „irk there are LBL's customers.
The Public Review Package dealing with the
Proposed Forest Management Prescriptions perpetuates these "variations of the truth," and also utilizes the time dishonored technique of changing the
subject.
The instructions accompanying the "prescriptions"
nsit that the responses be "site specific- in an
ious attempt to get the readers and responders
to ft,Lais on the details and forget that LBL should
not he engaged in commercial forestry at all.

Surely the time has come to recall that the primary justification for utilizing the 1933 TVA Act
to establish LBL was that LBL was to become and
remain unique.
How?
Since the natural endowments of LBL were not
of sufficient grandeur to qualify as unique, the
chairman of the TVA board of directors committed
to a _unique management policy for LBL — specifically, no commercialization in the- future; therefore
none left from the past."
Many informed and concerned readers acknowledge ecosystem management, especially forest management. including some timber harvest, can be
useful in effective wildlife management.
Few would be convinced that harvesting $$00,000
worth of timber each year at LBL can be justified
as sold)7 for wildlife management purposes.
Fewer would believe that this does not represent
an horrendous example of mission leap; aka. commercialization.
Paul A. Yambert
8233 S.R. 121 S.
Murray. KY 42071
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The news once brought us the
occasional and shocking story of
citizens indifferent to the cry of
their fellow man for help: the
blind eye or the deaf ear to
appeals for assistance from a
woman being set upon by a mugger or rapist; the pleadings of a
person who has been shot and
who is ignored by others who
walk by because they don't want
to "get involved."
,Now come signs that this insensitivity, like an untreated disease,
has spread to new social organs.
In the Washington, D.C. "bedroom community" of Gaithersburg,
Maryland, a womah was sent to
jail for running a house of prostitution out of her townhouse.
The prostitutes, some as young
as 17, made $200 per encounter.
The woman, 33-year-old Caroline
Ripa, was earning $120,000 a year
at the time of her arrest, according to authorities.
Neighbors saw men arriving
and leaving at odd hours, but
never called police until some of
them started parking their cars in
reserved spaces. Detective Mike
Herbert explained the growth of
the madam's business: "Montgomery County is a wealthy county. A lot of gentlemen have expendable income." Gentlemen? My how
our definitions change in the age
of sex that isn't sex in the White
House.
Then there is the story of a
South Carolina theater owner who
tried to do the right thing, but
gave up when virtue turned out
to be his only reward. David
Crenshaw stopped showing R-rated
movies in his Spartanburg theater.,
He had faith that the family values crowd would reward him with
their patronage.
They didn't. Crensha)v says he
lost $20,000 at his seven-screen
theater since he instituted the p01-

POLITICAL NEWS ANALYSIS

icy Iasi August Alter one month.
his audience dropped from 2,000
to 1,200. profits were off 50 percent in November and 32 percent
in December from 1997. "This
whole thing has left me rather
cynical." Crenshaw said.
He restored the R-rated flicks,
concluding "you can't make people want something they don't
want."
That is a lesson politicians and
others who espouse "family values" need to learn. Two decades
of political activism by some who
thought they could restore virtue
and ethics through the political
process has brought no change.
In fact, things have gotten worse.
A seven-part Washington Post
series on "American Values:
why.
1968-1998" suggests
Things are not different at' the
visible top (politics, entertainment,
law, education, marriage) because
"the values environment has
changed."
Since the problem is not at
the top, but among the citizens,
any restored sense of virtue will
not come from the top, but from
the bottom. We'll notice it after
millions of unseen decisions are
made to live differently.
This is the proper role of clergy 'and other moralists. Governmeat can affirm right decisions.
It cannot make them for people.
The battle, notes the Post story,
continues to be one of extremes:
the Puritanism of the Religious
Right vs. the permissiveness of
the aging children of the '60s

Don Eberly, director of the
Civil Society Project in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, is quoted: "No
analysis can absolve the people
themselves of responsibility for
the quandary we appear to be in.
Nonjudgmentalism, the trump
card of moral debate, seems to
have gained among the people,
especially in the sexual realm,
and this clearly does not bode
well for America.
Eberly and Alan Wolfe, a Boston
University sociologist and author
of "One Nation, After All," agree
that politicians are not seen as
the ones to lead a values revival.
Wolfe has written, "When government becomes involved in moral
matters, Americans are no longer
sure they can trust it."
The Post series indicates the
divisions that have marked the
last three decades are likely to
continue into the next generation.
It also reveals that the current
18- to 34-year-old crowd is more
tolerant than their elders toward
divorce, adultery and casual drug
use. The "sins of the fathers" are
being visited upon the next generation.
That is why even if politicians
promise to do something about
our moral failings, they are likely to be confronted by masses of
people who prefer their 'parking
spaces to shutting down a house
of prostittition in their neighborhood. or who secretly prefer the
R-rated films to the milder fare
to which they only give lip service.

Boost seems inevitable
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Dec. 28 - Houston Chronicle, on HMOs:
Earlier this month. Texas Attorney General Dan
\1rales filed lawsuits against six health maintenance organizations. claiming they illegally compensated doctors who limited patients' medical care
and penalized those who, would not. Each lawsuit
accused the HMOs of fixing budgets for services
like hospital admissions and forcing doctors to stay
kk 'thin those limits.
Doctors who came in under budget were given
a percentage of the surplus. They were expected
IC) ompensate the HMOs when they /went over
budget. according to th,e lawsuits.
Morales contends that these arrangements give
/1N10s le‘erage to limit treatment to improve their
bottom lines. His suits further assert that the HMOs
in. question gave patients deceptive
untruthful
L.-0N erage information.
The HMOs deny those assertions and maintain
their. policies are approved by Texas and federal
regulators
.
Until the- lawsuits Come to trial and the evidence is heard and weighed, it will be impossible
to judge the merit of these charges. However, there
have been so many complaints by patients and
doctors themselves about lawyers and adininistrators limiting care and making medical decisions to
warrant a careful consideration of these complaints.
It's time the courts helped test these allegations
so that changes can be made if in fact they are
needed.

run on individual harvest quotas.
Dec. 28 - Albuquerque (N.M.) Journal, on
Olympic bribery:
It is an unlikely venue for a bribery, scandal:
Salt Lake City Olympic organizers are alleged to
have used bribery and the services of influencepeddlers to land the 2002 Winter Games.
The International Olympic Committee and the
Salt Lake Organizing Committee have launched
inquiries into reports that a scholarship fund run
by the Utah bid committee had benefited IOC
members and their relatives, and.that expensive
gifts ... were part of the consideration.
The stakes are high, for the main stock in trade
of the Olympics is its image as the embodiment
of clean, fair athletic competition among the nations
of the world. That image is the drawing card for
the corporate sponsorships and public viewing interest that generate the money to run the Olympic
organization. ...
The various investigations should be conducted
with the intention that anything suggesting criminal activity be followed to its logical conclusion.
Only a thorough and credible investigation taken
to a credible end result and shared exhaustively
with the public can mitigate the damage these allegations will do to the future of the Olympic Games

Dec. 23 - The Dominion Post, Morgantown,
W.Va., on the space program:
In space. no one can hear you scream; on Earth.
Dec. 24 - Seattle Post-Intelligencer, on fish- Congress should.
eries quotas:
OK. we'll accept that John Glenn's shuttle misThe v."ay ocean fisheries now are managed is a sion provided a few feel-good moments about the
recipe for loss of life, money and the fishery status of our nation's space program. ...
resource itself.
Ironically. the very next shuttle mission showed
There are too many boats chasing too few fish that the folks who run the National Aeronautics
in too .short a season. The short seasons arc designed and Space Administration still have too many of
to prevent the overfishing caused by too many
this nation's space projects farther out into orbit
boats.
than John Glenn ever will go.
But short seasons cause boats to gamble.-0441I---Sp far. Russia's inability to mcct deadlines and
safety and go out in bad weather. Short seasons finance -its own obligations to the space station
are not in the consumer's interests, because they have cost American taxpayers more than $2 lillimit the amount of time that freshly caught fish lion.
is available in markets.
And there's more trouble on the horizon. The
Yet Congress in 1996 decided not to permit latest Russian budget under debate in the parliaenactment of a solution to the ocean fishery prob- ment allocates $143 million for spate research
lem. It put a moratorium on individual harvest While that's not a paltry amount. it's not nearly
quotas. which would _permit quota holders to har- enough to 'meet the $270 million cost,for the next
vest a set number of fish per season. ..:
Russian obligation to the space station. ...
If individual quotas were issued, it would reduce
When the 106th Congress debates the next NASA
the number of boats in the fisheries because not budget. it should resist the urge to bail the Ruseveryone who is now fishing would be permitted sians out by sticking U.S. taxpayers with Russia's
to continue to fish. While that's controversial. it failure to meet its obligations.
has worked in Alaska, where the halibut fishery is
If that kills the space statioll project, so be it.

WASHINGTON (AP) — One
of the surest bets is that the Congress that convenes this week will
vote later this year for a sizable
increase in defense spending,
reversing a 15-year slide.
Not only is the Republican-led
Congress demanding it, but President Clinton is now on board as
well.
Furthermore, the latest confrontations with Iraq all but guarantee Congress will open its checkbook for the Pentagon.
But don't expect base closings
to necessarily be part of the mix.
Lawmakers can be outspoken when
calling for more money for defense
readiness and then turn a deaf ear
to suggestions that some of that_
money come in savings from dosing bases in their states and districts.
In a political about face, Clinton announced over the weekend
he will ask for Pentagon spending, increases totaling $112 billion
over the next six years, beginning with a $12 billion installment and a..4 percent military pay
increase for fiscal 2000.
Clinton earlier, balked at the
size of increases that congressional
Republicans and'Pentagon chiefs
wanted as he struggled to balance
higher military spending with his
pledge to prop up the Social Security system and satisfy other nonmilitary priorities.
But the impeachment-weakened
president, fighting trial in the Senate, would have little to gain politically in resisting rising demands
for higher defense spending coming from lawmakers in both parties.
Clinton has always had a difficult relationship with thc. military. And many Republicans blame
his policies for what they see as
the current Pentagon morale and
recruiting -problems.
"We have a coequal responsibility with the president of the
United States to address (national security) threats and to take
cart of the men and women in
uniform and to equip them today
and tomorrow and into the future
to meet those uncertainties." said
Sen. John Warner, R-Va.
Warner, the incoming chairman
of the Senate Armed Services
Committee — he took over the
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gavel Tuesday from Sen. Strom ton would ask Congress for authorThurmond, R-S.C. — moved quick-,. ity to close more military bases
ly to underscore GOP support for I starting in 2001.
Since the last round in 1995,
a boost in defense spending.
He called the nation's military Congress has rejected several
chiefs on Tuesday — a day before attempts by the Clinton administhe rest of the Senate convened tration to further close bases it
— before his panel to testify on considers unnecessary and wasteful. their needs for the future.
"Getting rid of the excesses
And, while they dutifully voiced
support for the president's request, that we have now ... would be
under questioning they conceded very beneficial," Shelton told the
— readily — that they could do Senate panel, suggesting the sav,
ings could total $15 billion over
with a lot more.
The military aireiTtestirie-ii last the next five years.
Republican pollster Frank Luntz
September that roughly $150 billion - in additional spending was said the impetus for increased
defense spending has also been
needed.
• "Nothing has changed since fueled by the recent military conwe last met," said Gen. Henry H. flicts with Iraq.
Shelton, chairman of the Joint . "Americans may not know anyChiefs of Staff. He said Clinton's thing about millions and billions
more modest request "will meet in defense budgets and missiles.
But they do expect us to have a
.
our most critical needs."
Gen. Michael E. Ryan. Air Force defense second to none. They do
chief of staff said. "It will fix support spending whatever it takes
immediate readiness problems. It to keep us No. 1."
will not fix tomorrow's readiness
Leadership changes also figure.
problems at all."
Warner, a former Navy secretary:
Some Republican members com- calls a defense spending boost a
plained that some of Clinton's pro- top priority of his chairmanship.
posed increases reflect accounting
Sen. Ted Stevens, R-Alaska,
tricks more than real new money. chairman of the Senate Approprisuch as calculating savings from - ations Committee, also has been
lower fuel costs.
a hawk on pumping up defense
Still, they welcomed the pres- accounts.
ident's overture..
And the new chairman of the
And what about base closings? House Appropriations Committee,
The sultrct barely came up dur- Rep. C.W. "Bill" Young, R-Fla.,
ing four hours of' questioning, comes there after serving as chairalthough
the
White ,House man of the panel's military spendannounced the same day that Clin- ing subcommittee.
R
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Toddler years are full of wonder

DEATHS
Mrs. Dorothy McClure
s.

Mrs. Dorothy McClure, 73, Benton, formerly of Murray, died
Tuesday, Jan. 5, 1999, at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
* Her husband, Edward McClure, preceded her in death. She was
the daughter of the late Cecil and Myrtle Hopkins of Calloway
County.
Collier Funeral Home of Benton is in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

George A. Hodge Sr.
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George A. Hodge Sr., 97, Hopkinsville, died Monday, Jan. 4,
1999, at 9:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired farmer, he was a member of Westwood Church of
Christ.
His wife, Mrs. Annie Laura Hodge, one grandson, Richard
(Dickie) Hodge, and two brothers, Dennis Hodge and Willis Hodge,
preceded him in death. Born Nov. 26, 1901, in Livingston County, he was the son of the late Joseph Hodge and Nora Hodge.
Survivors include two sons, George A. Hodge Jr. and. wife,
Mildred, Murray, and Virgil E. Hodge, Tompkinsville; two daughters, Mrs. Juanita Newton, Hopkinsville, and Mrs. Barbara Dolan,
Fort Myers, Fla.; two sisters, Mrs. Mary Harris, Hopkinsville, and
Mrs. Lena 'Shelton, Pontiac, Mich.; 12 grandchirdren; nine greatgrandchildren; three great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Maddox
Funeral Home, Hopkinsville. Burial will follow in Green Hill
Memorial Gardens, Hopkinsville.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 11 a.m. to 2 p.
Friday.

Mrs. Mary L. McReynolds
Mrs. Mary L. McReynolds, 92, Troy, Ohio, formerly of Murray and Calloway County, died Sunday, Jan. 3, 1999, in Troy.
Her husband, Elvis Galen McReynolds, preceded her in death.
Survivors include two sons, Earnest McReynolds, Tipp City,
Ohio, and Jerry McReynolds and wife, Kim, Troy, Ohio.
- The funeral will be at 7 p.m. tonight (Wednesday) in the chapel
of Baker-Hazel Funeral Home, Dayton, Ohio. Barry McReynolds
will officiate.
Graveside services will be Friday at 1 p.m. at Young Cemetery, located on Highway 94 west of Lynn Grove in Calloway
County.
•
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home will be in charge of local arrangements, but no visitation will be scheduled here.

William Calvin Nance
William Calvin Nance, 85, formerly of Calloway County, died
Tuesday, Jan. 5, 1999, at 10:50 a.m. at Hospice House, Largo,
Fla.
He had retired from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Tulsa,
Okla, in 1978, where he had lived for over 50 years. A veteran
of World War IL he was of Baptist faith.
His wife, Mr•Selma Nance, and two sisters, LaBurna Nance
Dixon and LaRue Nance Underwood, preceded him in death. He
was the son of the late Toy Nance and Flora Jones Nance.
Survivors include his brother, Luther Nance and wife, Mildred,
Murray; one nephew,,yilliam F. Underwood and wife, Sherrie,
Villa Park, Calif.; two nieces, Mrs. P ricia Dixon Koiubik and
husband, Miles, Denver, Colo., and M
Nancy Dixon Collier and
husband, Franck. Atlanta, Ga.
Memorial services , will be heldA a later date. Burial will be
• in Tulsa, Okla.

QUESTION: My baby is only
"You can play all around the
a year old, and she is a joy to
bujlding. Janie. hut don't go past
my husband and me. But your
this line," he instructed her.
description of toddlerhood is kind
Dad had no sooner returned to
of scary. It's just around the
his seat than the toddler scurried
corner. Are the "terrible twos"
in the direction of the forbidden
really so terrible?
DR. JAMES C. DOBSON
territory. She stopped at the borDR. DOBSON: 1 think the todder for a moment, then flashed a
Syndicated Columnist
dler years are delightful. It is a
grin over her shoulder to her father
period of dynamic blossoming and
and deliberately placed one foot
unfolding. New words are being destroy things, eat horrible things, the temperhment of the individ- over the line, as
if to say, "Whatcha
learned daily. and the cute verbal fall off things. flush , things, kill ual, defiant behavior can be dis- gonna
do about it?" Virtually every
expressions of that age will
.things and get into things. They played by very young children. A parent the world
over has been
remembered for half a century It also have a knack for doing embar- father once told me of taking his
asked the same question at one
is a time of excitement over fajy rassing things, like sneezing on a 3-year-old daughter to a baskettime or another. That's the way
stories and Santa Claus and fu
nearby man at a lunch counter. ball game. The child was, of course, some kids are made.
puppy dogs. And most important, During these toddler years. any interested in everything in the gym
***
it is a precious time of lpving unexplained silence of more than except the athletic contest. The
Dr. Dobson is president of the
and warmth that will scurry by 30 seconds can throw an .adult father permitted her to roam free
nonprofit organization Focus on
all too quickly and will never return. into a sudden state of panic.
and climb on the bleachers, but the Family. P.O. Box 444, ColAdmittedly. the toddler years
What mother has not had the he set up definite limits regarding orado Springs. Colo.
80903; or
can also be quite challenging to shock of opening the bedroom to how far she could stray. He took
www.family.org. Questions and
.,a bitsy mother. Not the least of find Tony Tornado covered with her by the hand and walked with
answers are excerpted from "Solid
her frustrations is the negativism lipstick from the top of his pink her to a stripe painted on the gym
Answers," published by Tyndale
of that period of development. It head to the carpet on which he floor.
House.
has been said that all human beings
stands? On the wall is his own
can be classified into two broad
artistic creation, with a handprint
categories: those who would vote
in the center, and throughout the
"yes" to the various propositions
room is the aroma of Chanel No.
Prices as
of life, and those who would be 5
with which he has anointed his
inclined to vote "no." I can tell baby
of 9 a.m.
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a brief
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It is easy to see why this period Enjoy these years to the fullest.
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of life has been--Ealled "the first
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QUESTION: How early in life
Ingersoll Rand
atives, conflict and independence
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willful
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to
Perhaps the most irritating aspect
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Will You Be 65 In 1999 Or
Totally Disabled For
The Entire Year?
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FEATURING:
•$30 in Cash Coupons!
* 300 Bonus Points!
•$20 in Gift Shop
Discounts!
• Great Food Values!

The homestead exemption is for all homeowners who will

Joint funeral rites for Mrs. Theresa Joy Knight and Mrs. Violet Beatrice Richmond, daughter and mother respectively, were
today at 10:30 a.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of
Hazel. The Rev. Bill Miller officiate.
Pallbearers for Mrs. Knight were Kelly Hendrickson, Jimmy Knight,
Alan Pace, Tim McAlister, Bobby Moore, Ron McAlister, Jeff
Barlow and James Smith. Burial was in Knight Cemetery in Calloway County.
Pallbearers for Mrs. Richmond were Alan Pace, Tim McAlister, Bobby Moore, Ron McAlister, Jeff Barlow and James Smith.
Burial was in Memorial Gardens, Union City, Tenn.
Mrs. Knight, 60, Natchez, Miss., formerly of Calloway County, died Sunday, Jan. 3, 1999, at her home.
Mrs. Richmond died Saturday, Jan. 2, 1999, at Life Care Center, LaCenter.

ktrITItlef \V cf

00 Passport To
Island Adventure!
It's Yours Absolutely FREE!

Homestead and Disability Exemption
Can Reduce Your Property Taxes

Mrs. Theresa Joy Knight
Mrs. Violet Beatrice Richmond

I 4,11o•rd, WI I ••,r,‘ I, •

be 65 years of age during the current tax year or anyone
totally disabled for the entire year. The property must be in
homeowners name as of Jan. 1, 1999. Applicant must live
in the home and claim it as his primary residence. You must
apply in person at the PVA office and bring proof of age or
proof of disability. The total exemption allowed is $25,400.

Ronnie Jackson
Calloway County Property Valuation Administrator
Courthouse
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3482

Coupons included in Passport valid
thru February 15th, 1999.
-•-•••
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Present the coupon below along with your
Players Preferred Card to receive your FREE Island Passport.
IF YOU'RE NOT A PLAYERS PREFERRED MEMBER,
SIMPLY JOIN TODAY...IT'S TOTALLY FREE!
PLAY PREFERRED! Membership has its exclusive benefits.,

r FREE 100 PASSPORT
TO ISLAND ADVENTURE!
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REDEEM JANUARY 4m - JANUARY 31ST
Present coupon to Guest Services along with your Players Preferred Cord ond valid
government issued photo 1 D to receive your FREE Island Passport limit one coupon
per person per promotional period Offer expires January 31, 1999 Not valid in
coniuriction with any other offer Must be 21 years of age Players Casino reserves
the tight to modify or cancel this promotion at any time without prior notice Not lOr
,
Complete rules available at Guest Services
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since 1869. That makes-us 130 years
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including the telephone invented by Mr. Bell in 1876.

JOHN AND RSON

One idea that has never changed is our commitment

IN CONCERT!
January 8th,
Tickets only $12
1-800-929-5905
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products and services designed to meet your
.-- individual needs So the next time you need a
solution to your financial questions, we're only a
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Wasn't the sunshine wonderful Tuesday! We have had so
many cloudy days while watching for the snow that it was
wonderful to be out during our lunch hour.
It is so much fun while out shopping to see so many people that we know. Getting a prescription filled from one of the
pharmacies also gives us a time to see and visit friends.
We are fortunate to have so many good doctors and pharmacies here in Murray. They are all so cooperative and work
yvith their patients and families.

presided. Marla Thompson gave
the devotion

The members exchanged -secret
pal- gilts revealing pals for the
rt.t year.
Refreshments were served by
Rita Emery. Rhonda Williams and
Pat Latimer, hostesses.

FUN & FASHION

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916

t
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Another Make A Difference Day will be Saturday from 9 a.m.
to 1 p.m. at the Stewart Stadium parking lot. Paper and cardboard
will be collected. Participants are asked to separate newspapers.
Aluminum cans, plastics, glass and used motor oil will also be collected along with used eye glasses and adult clothing. Members of
the Kiwanis Club will be present to collect food items for Need
Line. For more information call Murray Youth Services Center,
759-9592, or Calloway Family Resource Center, 762-7333.

Hazel Woman's Club meets
Other members present were
Sharon Ray, Clarkie Butterworth,
Janice Wilkinson, Sandra Gallimore. Inez Butterworth, Carla
Halkias, Carmaleta
Eldridge.
Marylin Liddle, Hilda Bennett,
Nancy Overbey, Elaine Paschall.
Linda Bennett, Mary Ann Orr.
Rhonda Williams and Teresa Price.
Guests were Kelly Gardner and
Nellie Malys.
The club held its holiday dinner at the Brass Lantern. Aurora.
The group voted to donate $200
to the Santa Project. Winners of
Decorating contest for homes in
'Hazel were announced.
Present were 18 members and
one guest.

I'

Make A Difference Day Saturday

Carmaleta Eldridge, left. and Inez Butterworth show a coconut
cake to be auctioned at a meeting of the Hazel Woman's
Club

A food bazaar and auction was
held at a recent meeting of the
Hazel Woman's Club at the Hazel
Community Center.
Carolyn
Parks,
president,
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Softball meeting Sunday

Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Herbert Tabery Jr

James and Tubers vows
solemnized at Coldwater
Alice Faye James and Joshua Herbert Tabers Jr. were married Saturday, Dec. 26, 14(48. at 1 p.m. at Coldwater United Methodist Church.
The bride is the daughter of the late Howard Yarbrough and Elsie
Davis of Mayfield.
She is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Davis Sr
:
of Farmington and the late Mr. and Mrs. Sam Yarbrough of Mayfield:
The groom is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Tabers Sr.
of Coldwater.
He is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Tabers of
Calloway County and the late Mr. and Mrs. John Willford of San
mom°. Texas

"1

A meeting for all interested girls wanting to play softball on the
Murray Lightening Softball Team will be Sunday at 3 p.m. at the
Calloway County Public Library. Girls must be born Jan. 1, 1986,
or later to be eligible. For information call Brenda Volp at 7534153.
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Couples Bridge Saturday
Couples Bridge will be Saturday at 7:30 p.m. at the Oaks Country Club. Eor reservations and cancellations call the host couple,
Crystal and Carmon Parks at 753-4645. This is open to all members of the club.

my

'T

Free screening Thursday
A free cholesterol screening for senior adults will be Thursday
from 9 a.m. to noon at the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens area of Weaks Community Center. This service will be provided by 55 Plus, a program of Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.' For more information call 753-0929.
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Assessment Committee to meet

1

The Assessment committee of the Calloway County High School
Site-based Decision Making-Council will meet Thursday at 3:10
p.m. in room 405 of the school. Jerry Ainley, principal, invites all
interested persons to attend.

they

1

1499,1s this the year you are going to make a
change of some kind? Is your resolve to be better at something. or to start a new project, work
on your body or mind?
When you feel good about your accompkbments it spurs you on to greater heights.
Self confidence isn't something we are Is
with. it Is acquired over the years as we groiA
When we feel self confident and good about
ourselves it seems to give us the extra something we need to get started on new plans and
projects
Following are some self confidence boosters
to make you look and feel good.
I Never wear anything you don't feel good
in jet your own sense of style guide. the days
of "rules" are gone.
2. Make sure to get your daily dose of anticsdarns - 500 mg. of vitamin C,*Vag.of
amin E and beta-carotene from fresh fruits an,I
vegetables, and calcium.
I. Write down all the things you are good at
in a notebook. Keep adding to it and flip
through it when-you are feeling a little
depressed
4. Take control of your life,clean out drawers.
closets, and your purse. This will help you feel
ready to tackle bigger projects and make room
for new things to come to you.
5. Straighten up. Good posture salts confidence and power. Whenever you pass a mirror
look and before long you'll remember to stand
tall.
6. Read some biographies of successful people who have overcome tremendous obstacles
They willihelp,build your self esteem.
7. Take time out to look at the world through
a child's eyes - you will appreciate a lot of
things you probably take for granted.
ft Do at least 10 minutes of stretching every
day. Any exerciye will add to your sense of
wellbeing
9. Listen to motivational and self confidence
building tapes Try early in the morning to start
your day better.
10 Love your body as it is no. Don't wait
until you liatse the weight or change your hair
color.
II. Don't leave anything to chance, before a
big event Make sure to have a -dress rehearsal
to check your clothes, hairdo, makeup and
accessories,lila will assure confidence.
12 Try to conquer something new each week
whether it's reading a book, learning to use
your VCR or computer. It will build your confidence
Remember as you think so shall you be
Think about what you want not what you don't
want When a negative thought comes in just
say cancel, cancel silently to yourself and get
back on track...
By the way we're having a big 5ALE —
price jewelry. clothing, accessories, new shipment of shoes and boots that have thick cote,
laceups are young and stylish
Lots of great styles and silts in pants, dresses, suits, and sweaters. Don't miss all the great

bargains
Stay tuned to _next week's Fun & Fashion
report

40.1C-Crr
305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 7317441

Co// 753-1976 with yoor
society ncos todoty!
START A HOME-BASED BUSINESS.
WORK FLEXIBLE HOURS.
ENJOY UNLIMITED EARNINGS.

Thin Mints
Girl Scout Cookies

•
Great Cookies
For a Great Cause)

Order Januar 15-31

AVON
CALL TOLL FREE(800) 735-8867.

5 q,

'Facial
'Underarms
'Legs

Call 753-8856
PATRICIA MULLINS, CE
23 Yearc Experience • Nationally Certified

Telecommunications

489-2666

Permanent Hair Removal 4
-

'Eyebrows
•Napetine
'Arms

GDRD Networking

-Web Hosting and Page Development
-Internet Commerce
-LANNVAN networks
-Phone Systems and voicemail
-Computer repair and support
-Y2K preparation

Electrolysis
Eliminate tweezing, shaving
or having to use depilatories by
hair
having
unwanted
removed permanently.

60 million people use the internet.
Can they shop from YOUR website?

http://gdowdy.simplenet.com
Greg Dowdy

Need Money?
Bring almost any item
in for Cash Loan

*Pot 0' Gold
506 N. 12th St
Olympic Plaza • Murray, KY

767-9113

1-ENERGY

Prayer Coffee Thursday

A

Murray Christian Women's CIO will, have a prayer coffee Thursday at 9:30 a.m. at the home of Della Outland, 2100 Brookhaven,
• Murray. Alt interested women are invited to attend. For information call 753-7378.

Garden Department to meet

do

Calloway County Fster Ron Talent will present a program on
"Urban .Forestry (Trees)," at a meeting of the- Garden Department
of the Murray Woman's Club Thursday at 1 p.m. at the club house.
Names for new members will be tabled. Mary Wells, Louise Baker,
Jane Lane and Jo Cleta Williams will be hostesses.

It

Joy group plans fiesta
The Joy Group (senior citizens) of Grace Baptist Church will
have a Mexican Fiesta Saturday at 5 p.m. in the Fellowship House
of the church. Persons are asked to sign the list on the tables in
the lobby if planning to attend.

Dance at WOW building Friday
Red Wiggins and the Red Man Band will play for a dance Friday from 7 to 10 p.m. in the upstairs area of the Woodmen of
the World Building at South Third and Maple Streets, Murray. This
is open to all interested persons.

Study group class planned
"An Experiencing God Study- group will start Tuesday at 9:15
a.m. at Fipst Baptist Church. Paula Alcott will facilitate the group.
For more information or to sign up, call Paula Alcott or the church
office, 753-1854.

Pre
per
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n,

Young-N-Hearts group will meet
The Young-N-Hearts Group at Glendale Road Church of Christ
will resume its meeting Thursday at 10:30 a.m, at the church. This
is open to all interested seniors.

Tr -Care Seminar Jan. 29
LTJG Tom Boyles from the U.S. Coast Guard Marine Safety
Office, Paducah, will conduct a seminar concerning Tr -Care issues
Jan. 29 at 7 p.m. at the American Legion Post 31, Bingo Hall,
Paducah. Information pamphlets and points ofd contact will be distributed during this seminar. Persons unable to attend but who
would, like the handouts, contact Penny Crewford at 1-502-4431748.

•
411., 5

4111.

Call now to schedule your
free consultation.

Robbin Knight of

Cordelle, GA lost
1761
/
2 lbs.

Cherokee Hills Steak House
WINTER HOURS
OPEN FRIDAY, JAN. 8th & SATURDAY, JAN. 9th, 1999
OPEN FRI. & SAT. EVENINGS AT 5:00 P.M.
Cherokee Hills Steak House thanks
you for your patronage!

901-232-6006
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BIRTHS
Hal Mitchell Bogard
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They see every thing you do
Writers' Potpourri will be SatSp please never bring him shame
urday at 9:30 a.m. at the CalThe little lad has your name
loway County Public Library.
When you do things that hurt him
This is open to all interested
SO
writers, according to Gladys JarIn the selfsame way he may go
rett, director, who has released some
Don't do things that bring him
of the poems written by partici- :pain,
pants as follows:
He will always have your name
TARDY CHRISTMAS
By W.P. (Dub) Hurt
Sitting' in the living room
Amid books, T.V. and things
Another task before me
I'll try to explain.
I know that I am getting old
They say that I'm contrary
'Cause I'm opening up my Christmas gifts
On the third of January.
But, there's a reason for it
I'll tell you later on
o rcumstances
I simp wasn't home.
Nope, I wasn't partying
Never took a drink
Just like I said before
It's not what you might think.
We went to church that Sunday
No cause for alarm.
Man, it sure did turn off cold
As pain ran down my arm.
I became very anxious
I probably turned "the Coward"
I went to the Emergency Room,
They called in Dr. Howard.
Well, here he came pouncin' in
Said, "How's that pain today?"
I smiled sort'a weakly, and said
"It won't go away."
As he checked me over
He had a worried frown
He looked at me., quite seriously,
and
Said, "You need 'ducah town."
"you cannot go in your car.
You need the ambulance
We want to get you there safe,
my boy,
So we won't take a chance.
But, I'll say this before you go
To you from all of us.
Go on down to 'ducah town, and
Have a Merry Christmas."
I believe those cars drove backwards
Down six-forty-one
As I lay upon that gurney
It wasn't any fun.
We arrive in 'ducah town
I believe in record time
The days I spent in 'ducah town
I counted eight or nine.
Well, the day finally came when
they turned me loose.
I am tired of 'ducah town
They sure did cook my goose. _
Well, here I am at home again
A little weak and weary
Opening up my Christmas gifts,
On the third of January.

DAD
By Elizabeth Turner
Dad be careful what you say and

)gram on
;partment
lb house.
se Baker,

Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Bogard of Murray are the parents of a son,
Hal Mitchell Bogard, born on Sunday, Dec. 20, 1998, at 11:38 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds three ounces and measured 19 1/2
inches. The mother is the former Carol Jo Spann.
GraakIpaikents are Ralph Bogard and the late Eva Bogard, and Joe
H. and Sue M. Spann. all of Murray.

do
A little lad follows you.
Never cause the little fellow shame
You know you gave him your name.
Little eyes are watching you.

Matthew Austin Carroll

PRAYER AT KITCHEN TABLE
By Margaret R. Elkins
I come to You. Lord,
On my knees if able.
So I come to You in prayer
At the kitchen table.
With a cup of coffee by iy side.
I ask You to lead and guide
Our nation and our world.
In the silent pre-dawn mo
Of this New Year's Eve,
Lift the hearts of all who grieve
The loss of loved ones
At this year's end.
I pray for hope to descend
Like a shimmering light...
To shine on a darkened world
On this last day of the year.
May the peace and love of Jesus
Dispel all hatred and fear
With peace, goodwill and cheer
As dawn proclaims the New Year.
SILHOUETTED PINES
A Triolet
By Linda Siebold
A full moon brushes tips of pines
Jet black and lovely in the night.
I like the silhouetted lines.
A full moon brushes tips of pines.
I know they're where a blue jay
dines.
(Jays in pines are a pretty sight.)
A fulL moon brushes tips of pinesJet black and lovely in the night.
OBSERVATIONS & RESOLUTIONS
By Wilma J. Sanders
In a society - beset with killing
In a world - gone mad it seems
There's still a - beautiful ending
If one will only - follow their
dreams
There is much - good around us
Let me ever do what's right
I'll strive after love and kindness
For a future that is bright
I'll live each day as It happens
Accepting all that comes my way
I'll pray to You my Heavenly Father
Then stop and listen to what You
say.
THE RAPTURE
By Charlie York
Looking down the road
I hear the trumpet blow.
That calls God's children home
away from a land of woe.
The Saints begin to gather
those dead first of all.
-Then the living will meet them
to answer that final call.
Christ will make His appearance
in the Eastern sky.
To take .His children to a place
where no one will ever cry.
(The rapture in a nut shell.)

Pictured are members of the Jackson Purchase Chapter of
Senior Friends who attended the recent national convention
of Senior Friends are Fort Lauderdale, Fla. The group won
third place with the plaque being presented to the advisor,
Kimberly Futrell.

HOSPITAL REPORTS
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Dec. 31 have
been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Wease baby boy, mother, Natalie Bridges, Cadiz.
Dismissals
Moss Tyner Noel, Kirksey;
Mrs. Wilmoth Martine Page,
Dover, Tenn.; Mrs. Anna T. Zell,
Puryear, Tenn.; Robert Harold Burroughs, Hardin;
Mrs. Wanda Sue Yates, Water
Valley; Bobby Osbron, Hazel;
Thomas Burton Thompson, Finley, Okla.; Mrs. Stephanie Fay
Kelly, Almo;
Mrs. Helen Ludvigson, Miss
Nichole Wynn Maxlow and baby
boy, Johnathan Randall' Cunningham,
James Wiley Outland, Clarence
E. Boren, Miss Deborah Ann
Payne, Ms. Mary Helen Turner,
Mrs. Nancy Marcell Jernigan,
Mrs. Bessie Lynn Jones, Mrs.
Marie Bargar Hicks, Donald Clay
Swift and Larry Wayne Goode,
all of Murray.

One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Jan. I have been released
as follows:
Newborn admission
Oliver baby girl, parents, James
and Sherry, Cadiz.
Dismissals
Mrs. Kimberly Anne Scott and
baby boy. Almo; Mrs. Carolyn
Kaye Poyner, Farmington;
Mrs. Christy Beth Jackson and
baby boy, Benton; Mrs. Bonnie
Mae Milam, Puryear, Tenn.
Euel D. Burkeen, Miss Rondah F. Paschall, Vernon Carr
Nance, David James Gowans,
Mrs; Pauline Bernice Baum,
Mrs. Madeline Parker,
Kenneth Miles Cook, Miss

Brenda Jean Gibbs and baby boy,
Mrs. Kimberly Ann Briggs and
Kip L. Verwey, all of Murray.
Expiration
John I. Ross Jr., Murray.
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Jan. 2 have
been released as follow.,.
Newborn admission
Harper baby boy, mother, Leigh
Ann Harper, Benton.

Dismissals
Mrs. Dorothy Jean Sykes and
baby boy, Dover, Tenn.; Mrs.
Betty Lou Gills, Lynnville;
Mrs. Mary Kathryn Wyatt,
Almo;
Miss Natalie Bridges and baby
boy and Mrs. Sherry Lou Oliver and baby girl, Cadiz;
Mrs. Stacey Y. Gore, Hardin;
Mrs. Sandra M. Pitman and Ms.
Tonya Renee Cavitt, Benton;
Jose-ph Mark Beane, Thomas
Franklin Reed, Mrs. Judith R.
Metzinger and baby boy,
Lonzo T. Calhoon, Mrs. Lori
Jo Murdock, Mrs. Barbara Diane
Carroll,
Mrs. Anita Stanfield, Mrs. Tina
Lynn Orrell, Mrs. Ruth Irene
James, Ms. Raylene Gage! and
Joshua James Scarbrough, all of
Murray.
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Jan. 3 have
been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Taylor baby girl, Parents, Keith
and Margaret, Calvert City.
Dismissals
W.D. McClain, Farmington;
Robert G. Bratton, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Frances Norwood, Hardin:
"Bryar James Knoth Fortner,
Benton; Ira Joe Wadkins, Dickie Joe Seavers Sr. and Charles
Ray Parker, all of Murray.

VOLUNTEER

Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Carroll of 5025 St. Rt. 121 N, Murray, are
the parents of a son, Matthew Austin Carroll, born on Wednesday,
Dec. 30, 1998, at 2:43 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds three ounces and measured 20 inches. The mother is the former Barbara Sims. A brother is Joshua Sims.
Grandparents are Barbara and Danny Manning of Kirksey, Phyllis
Sims of Malden. Mo., and James Sims of Oklahoma City, Okla.

Savanna Brooke Koehn
Mr. and Mrs. Arlin Koehn of Hazel are the parents of a slaughter, Savanna Brooke Koehn, born on Friday, Nov. 27, 1998,' at 2:30
a.m. at PineLake Regional Hospital, Mayfield.
The baby weighed seven pounds five ounces and measured 21 1/2
inches. The mother is the former Sheila Harms. A brother is Carson
Reed, 2.
Grandparents are Linwood and Pauline Koehn of Hazel and Terry
and Judy Harms of Murray.

Wadesboro club meets
The Wadesboro Homemakers
Club traveled to Lake Barkley
Lodge for a holiday party for
the December meeting.
Seven members and one visitor, Helen Hogancamp, attended.
Following lunch the group played
Bingo.
Four of the club members
helped with the poinsettia sales
Dec. 3. It was a good year for
the county sales. Donuts'," pizza,
coffee and soda were served to

those working at the Fellowship
Hall of First Baptist Church where
the poinsettias were marked and
distributed.
Several of the club members
have been ill the past two months.
These include Imogene Palmer
and Emma Lou Albin. "We hope
all members will be back , soon
as the club begins the year of
1999.
The club will meet Jan. 12
at 9:30 a.m. at Dutch Essanhaus.

FRUSTRATED?
with YOUR exercise program

We are the
FITNESS solution!

kurves.
for women

Curves® unique exercise program Quick/7t, allows you to
perform cardiovascular exercise and strength training at the
same time. Quickfit...only takes 30 minutes *It's fun
sits user friendly •Is designed for women
*Burns body fat •Begins when you show up
•Burns 500 to 600 Calories In 30 Minutes.'
Join Now

60% Off
service fee

Stop by or call'May!
1608 Hwy, 121 By-pass N., Murray, Ky
759-3400

'offer based iso first visit enrollment•se. 12 so ed program

arch will
ip House
tables in

ance FriOmen of
Tay. This

at 9:15
le group.
ie church

of Christ
rch. This

ie Safety
ire issues
igo Hall,
I be disbut who
502-443-

Do you have a CD or
IRA maturing?

BILLS

OUR CURRENT
FLEX II ANNUITY
INTEREST RATE.

DEBT
CASH!

5.50%

CONSOLIDATE NOW!

Scutnern Farm Bureau Life Ins,,rance

$10,000 - $110/M0

Company otters Flex II. a Flexible
Premium Retirement Annuity designed fcr
periodic as well as single premiums Your
contributions less any applicable mainte
nance tees accumulate wea;th for !he
future Early surrender charges apply

to
$50,000 - $550/M0

753-4703
FARM
BUREAU
INSURANCE

Get the cash you need
in os little as 14 working days•

5te Essential.Day Spa
c,NIT EA(R!
LOCATION!
The Village
Hwy.641 North • Murray

Homeowners Only

NATIONNN IDE

(.Vext lf)C(ritis)

1-800-819-7010

767-0760

Or Visit Our Website+

www.nationwidelending.com
'Actuai cdays may vary

Hurry! Sale Ends January 16th

•Nlassagre Therapy • Facials • AVEDA'" Products
& 014 •.‘roniatherapy • Sugaring

OPENING MONDAY
JANUARY 4

' 7
,

Pirouette rasbions

iJse
1999

tka

i• New Dance & Gymnastics Apparel
Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

753-5227
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

Owned
and
Operated
by
Sheila
Bourland

• Ladies'Aerobics Wear
• Consignment Dance & Gymnastics Apparel
Alterations & Custom Sewing

Open Monday-Friday 11-6, Saturday 11-4
ON THE SQUARE • MURRAY
(Next To Bright's)

•

•

WaI I
MURRAY
Next to Days Inn •519 S 12th St.
753-7575
M-F 9-5 Sa 9-2

8A
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Property assessment books open for viewing
The Calloway County property
assessment books will be open
during the months of January and
February to list real estate for the
county and state property tax year
beginning Jan. 1, 1999.
During this time, it will be necessary to list changes made to
property that would affect the
value. New houses, buildings,
mobile homes and any other type
of improvements made to property or existing buildings should be
reported.
Mobile homes that have been
bought, traded or relocated should
be reported. Make, year and size
are necessary information needed
to make an accurate valuation.
Homeowners who will be 65
years of age during the year should
make applications for the homestead exemption. during this time.
Homeowners who have moved from
one residence to another must reapply.
Failure to make this change
could result in the loss of benefits. The homestead exemption
applicable for 1999 will be $25,400.
Car dealers must submit an item-

lied list of automobiles in their
inventory as of Jan. I.
Inventories, accounts receivable,
equipment and intangibles on hand

For more information, call 7533482 between the hours of 8 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m Monday through Friday.

Jan. 1 must be reported by May gages receivable, land contracts 15th deadline will be marked delinquent and forwarded to Frankfort.
IS. Intangible items that should and accounts receivable.
The PVA office is located on
regulations,
new
state
Following
market
money
reported
are
be
accounts. bonds, loans, notes, mort- all returns received after the May the first floor of the courthouse.

New Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
8:00-7:00

Prices Good
Jan. 6 thru
Jan. 12

L 9111naiA
1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

good 9Na

9froot 9,00d 9aat

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

We Do Custom Bar -B-61 Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

Boneless Arm Cut

Extra Lean

Swiss Steak

Ground Chuck

Lucas to end
'Star Wars
movies at six

1 Lb

Sausage
$1 39Lb

NEW YORK (AP) — The force
may be with Luke Skywalker, but
George Lucas says his is running
out.
The creator of the Star Wars
movies told Vanity Fair he plans
to call it quits after the muchanticipated three part prequel to
his blockbuster space trilogy. The
long-standing perception has been
that the complete Star Wars saga
would be nine parts.
"I never had a story for the
sequel's, for the later ones," he
said in the Jan. 4 edition of the
magazine. "And also, I'll be to a
point in my age where to do another trilogy would take 10 years."
Lucas, 55, said he would "probably not" be open to lettin'g someone else make Star Wars movies..
The first new movie in the new
series, "Star Wars: Episode I The
Phantom Menace," is scheduled to
be released in the United States
on May 21. The film stars British
actors Liam Neeson as a Jedi master and Ewan McGregor as a young
Ben Kenobi.
Plot details remain largely under
wraps, but Lucas said the new
films will include the tale of how
Anakin Skywalker, father of Luke
and Princess Leia, became Darth
Vader, the villain behind an eerie
black mask.
There will also be a host of
new aliens, including a computergenerated sidekick for Neeson's
character.
Episodes II and III are promised for the years 2002 and 2005.

Seaboard Farms Frying thicken

Leg Quarters
10 Lb. Bag

19Lb.

Betty Crocker
'

^7

Cake Mix

Smaller Quantities 29c lb

89'

Coke, Diet Coke,
Sprite, Mello Yello,
Mr. Pibb

Kentucky Farms

Skim Milk
$ 99
Gal

I

Stokely French Style or Cut

Tropicana Pure Premium

Green Beans

Orange Juice
64 oz

Lucas said

Folgers

Coffee
$029

$229

11.5-13 oz. Vac Pk, Rag

Cm

CALLING ALL
HOME MAKERS
Brought To You
By LAURIE CRASS ROLLINS

CHANGE YOUR DECOR
WITH THE SEASON
Here's an
idea to consider.
You can add
a practical,
beautiful
new dimension to a living room or
family room
by creating a
new — and
separate —
conversation grouping, away from
your regular, and larger, conversation
group.
Among the ways to achieve this are.
Take a corner or end of a room and,
depending on the space you have,
place a sofa or love seat, flanked by
one or two chairs. Or, if you like, use
two facing love seats, or a sofa and a
love seat. Or, instead of having chairs
on the side, have them face a single
sofa or love seat. Add a small table
and lamp, and you have a warm, cozy
little area that can be a real delight.
Many people find these secondary
conversation groupings bring new
interest and variety to a room. And,
these small conversation groupings
are so practical, so many times.
Of course, there are many variations
on this theme, depending on how
much room you have and what pieces
you want to use.
We can help you with selection and
ideas for this — or, of course, any of
your furnishings needs and desires.
Stop in to talk it over, or just to
browse. We're here to serve you.

Crass
FURNITURE,INC.
103 S. Third Sheet
Murray, KY 42•71
(502)733-3621

Sioasn Luncheon

Meat

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Mello Yello,

120: 2/$3
$289

12 pk.

Mr, bb

Bounty Single Roll

89'

Paper Towels

Peanut Butter

$ 1 69
18 oz
I
$329

Coffee

11.5-13 oz.

Pringles

Chips

6-7 oz

Owens Famous
4 Legged

Chicken
$589
11

pcs.

99

40 c

Hungry Jack

Detergent

Pancake Mix

28 oz.

Lucky Leaf Cherry

Syrup

24-27.6 oz

Danish Rolls
Zesta

Crackers

$229

8 ct

2/$3
1 Lt)
$

39

Owen's Best

Baby Swiss

Golden Ripe

BBQ Ribs
$329

Cheese
$429

Bananas

Lb.
Lb

Pie Filling
Stokely

Pillsbury Cinnamon or

Folger's Decaf

Sheets

Dawn Liquid Dish

Hungry Jack Microwave Pancake

Jf

Bounce Fabric Softener

3b89'

Sweet Peas
Corn
D .ci

69
I

99'
14 oz, 3/89'.
3/89'
21 oz.

r

1 Lb. Baby
Peeled

Carrots
1 19

3 Lb Bag
Yellow

5 Lb. Bag
Pink

Turkey Breast

Owen's Best Cajan
or Lemon Pepper

Ham Salad
$239

Pork Loin
$499

Onions
$ 1 19

Grapefruit
$ 1 99

•

37i.:

15oz

Owen's Best
Store Made

Lb

$

Stokely W.K. or CS. Golden

Oven Baked

$429
Lb

$ e 99

10 Lb. Bag
Idaho

Potatoes_

Cole Slaw Mix
$ 1 19

Lb

,
41

•to

ig

all 753if 8 a.m.
,ugh Fri-

rs:

t.

10

Jury duty list announced

FOODS

January 1999

11111111111E1
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VISA, MASTERCARD, DISCOVER,
FOOD STAMPS & WIC ACCEPTED
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO UMI 1 (JUAN'IlTIES

LOW LOW PRICES
Morton House

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite

Beef Stew

:k

2 Liter

24
oz.
can

19

Bottle

Lb

Original Zesta Saltine Crackers
1 Lb. Box

811019

fl

rs

2

Tomato
tatsours,

To
..sourti

10-3/4 oz.
Can

Register By January 15.753-4646

Self-Rising 5 Lb. Bag

QUALITY MEATS

ler, Freda Morgan. John
Mor
gan, Agnes S. Morris, Cary J.
McClure.
John James McConnell. Mark
McCuiston. Martha J. McIntosh.
Barbara J. McPhail. Clara S. Nance.
Ann Palormo, Shu Hyung Pauk.
Betty B. Parrish. Janet Paschall,
Norma E. Paschall. Randall Patterson, Amy G. Pendley. Michael
Pestcek, Tracy Pritchett. Laverne
B Provine, Dorothy. Puckett. Sylvia
C Puckett. Jerry Rayburn. Kelly
Jean Reynolds, Peggy Lila Roberts.
Shellie Anne Rogers. Tammy Smith
Roberts. M vie Lee Rogers.
Thomas A. Rottinghous. Gene P.
Sammons. April Samples. Oscar
Sandoval,
Robert E. Shirkey. Robert Lee
Slone, David Smith. Lesley Smotherman, Violet B. Strode. Dorothy
I. Storms, Larry Stubblefield.
Anthony L. Thomas, Charlene
Thompson. Estelle Trousdale. Bryan
P Turley, Judith L. Vaughn, Elliott
'Anson. Allen L. Wadkins. -rem
Lee Walter, Ira Alexander Ward.
Kathleen Watson. Samna! Watson.
George Weak'.. Libby Welch, Earl
Nix Wilson Jr.. Ohs K Workman,
led C. Wortham, Nancy P Wrihi
and Ronald L. Wyatt

New postage rates are scheduled to go into effect Jan 10 the
lost time in nearly four years that
the U.S. Postal Service has
increased rates.
The first-class letter rate is being
increased by one penny to 33
k.ents., but the rate for the second
ounce of a first-class letter is being
reduced by one penny to 22 cents.
According „to Murray Postmaster Mark Kennedy. "this rate
increase is sort of a mixed bag
that has some minimal increases
and, at the same time,some decreases."
Kennedy said that insurance
rates, certified rates, priority rates,
express mail rates and others are
being changed. All of the new
rates are posted in the lobby of
the Main Post Office at 1105
Chestnut St.
Kennedy outlined the following rate changes as the ones with
the most impact for customers of
the Murray. Post Office. The new
stamps are on sale now.

For first-class mail I lost ounce;
the cost was 12 cents Nnw
33 cents.
For first-class mail second
ounce) the cost used to he 23
cents. Now its 22 cents.
htity mail was $3. Noy, it
is $3.20.
Expiess mail up to a 1/2 piund '
was $10.75. Now it will cost $11.75
Express mail weighing up to 2
lhs & flat rate used to.be $10
The new rate is $15.75.
Stamped envelopes that had been
bought for 38 cents w ill ri,Rk
cost 40 cents.
Tom card stamps will rentaw
at 20 cents, but cards purchased
from the Postal Service will be
increased to 21 cents to- defray
the cost of the actual card.
Kennedy said.. -Charges for various special sers ices are being
increased, as well as insurance rates
Our customers can get all ot the
information they w ill need tnim
our lobby postings or hy asking
one of our window Jc4,

rM- cm.cirnftflarAm MT, Cr-11c457tAnn,tir
Serving the area with Honesty & Experience
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Nunn Better Flour

Campbell Tomato Juice

William Doyle Dodstin Jr.. Edward
0. Donner, Clinton Dal Duncan,
Eileen Duobinis Gray. Fronie Mae
Eldridge, Madelyn Flammia, Robert
Franks,- Michael Floyd. E.B. Fennel. Panes- Morgan Gardner. Alison Dan Geurin, Barbara B. Gray,
Traci Parker Green, Lita L. Greer,
Denise M. Green. Mary Greene,
Clovis L. Grubbs, David A.
Gustafson. Phil S. Hale. Terri Lee
Hamilton. Etta F. Harper, Larry T.
Harris, Virginia G. Harris, Melinda Henry Harrison, Gertrude C.
Hauge, Phillip S. Hazle. Herbert
James Henry Sr.,
Mark A. Herndon, Randy L.
Herndon. Vickie Herndon, Adam
S Hlava. Samantha Mary HogSed,
Rhonda Wilson Howard. Frances
K Hulse, Margaret Hunt, James
K Jackson, Cantrell Jones, Tony
Ray Jackson, Walter Jones. John
Dan Jones, William Richard Johnston, Martha Lou Jones, Pamela
Jean Keys, Patty Page Kimbro,
I•imna D. Lawson, Elise Leatherfold, Cynthia Ann Leslie, Roger
O Leslie, Kathryn Lynn Lewis,
linnie Lockhart. Jeffrey Robert
I Liffman, Louis S. Lyons, April
Adele Manning, Richard Ancil Matlock. James Mauty. Carlie Mech-

FAR LANDS TRAVEL
Branson, MO
SPIRIT OF THE DANCE
April 8-11, 1999
This package includes:
•Motorcoach Transportation from
Murray and Mayfield. KY
•Three night hotel accommodations
•Hotel taxes and tips
•Deluxe Continental Breakfast each
morning,Two Lunches & Four
Dinners
•Three shows - SPIRIT OF THE
DANCE, Shoji Tabuchi and Dixie
Stampede
-Sightseeing Tour of Branson.
Hollister & Eureka Springs
•Total Price per Person Based on
Double Occupancy: $425.00
Pnme Life Members. $399.00

mpkk

_b

,9C.
39'

'2.97

Ragu Old World Spaghetti Sauce

Top's Dog Food
20 Lb Bag

Coke, Diet Coke,
120( 12.
Mello Yello
Diet Coke,
6 pk ii2 Liter Btl. 2For $5•00
Coke

The following people are to
report for jury duty for the Calloway District,Court on Jan. 14
at 9 a.m. in the district court room
in the County Judicial Building.
312 N. Fourth St.. Murray:
Masoud A. Aboulraham, Hussein M. Al-Harbi, Kathy Kaye
Alexander, Euple M. Beane. James
E. Berhow, Norma Jean Beyer,
Joseph A. Blackford, Ricky 'Blanton. Rebecca H. Bohannon, Shirley
C. Boone, Betty C. Boone. Betty
C. Brandon, Hazel H. Brandon,
Ruth A. Brandon, Phillip Dwayne
Brasher, Faye Brok&-, Joe Ann
Brown, Terry Patrick Burgess,
Sharon A. Bustle, Joni Lou Canup,
Debra Lou Canup. Debra Lou
Carter, Carolina Cerdas, Marvin
Chambers, Jason Lane Chapman,
Isis Delcarmen Chaverri, Susie F.
Chin. Jae Hun Cho, Lisa Charlene Collins, Kelly M. Colson.
Ronald W.; Crahtrec. Carolyn Sexton Cunningham.
Albert Mike Cutini, Marilyn
Sue Dafoestickler, James Rob Darnell. Ralph E. Darnell, Randall D.
Davis, Beatrice Barton Dixon.

Installations • Commercial • Residential • Restaurant Equipment
• Mobile Homes • Window Units
753-9911
Owned & Operated By • Carbon Monoxide Testing
State Rt.
9307
Glenn cos'
94E Murray
24 hr. Emergency
k'tIJ WEI

Sold In Bag Only

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless en s

Beef
S,C5eWay5 dk adVORISOI 5 ,equeSt

Chuck Roast 'LW
U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

Shoulder Roast
100% Pure

Ground Chuck

Lb

Stew Meat

$1.39

Lb.

$1.39

Lb.

Swiss

Si Oft
Lb.

$1.19

Steaks
Legs or

49'

thighs

Lb.„

The ULTIMATE TOTAL BODY

WORKOUT

FRESH PRODUCE
Golden Ripe Premium Del Monte

ananas

Large Red

Grapefruit
Fresh Crisp

Celery

98c
3/
48

Lg. Stalk

Wash State USDA Extra Fancy Red Del.

Apples
Fresh Green

Onions

Fresh Large Head

Medium Yellow

Lettuce

Onions

U.S.

GET FIT • LOSE WEIGHT • HAVE FUN • BE STRONG
Cardio-Kickboxing is easy to learn. No
complicated choreography.
Cardio-Kickboxing is addictive! It's a
workout you look forward to each day
without bulky, expensive equipment.
Cardio-Kickboxing works! Muscle &
magazine rated CardioFitness
Kickboxing as the highest calorie-burning workout available today. Burning an
amazing 800 calories per hour.

41P-3/88'
88'
Lb.

3 Lb. Bag

#1 Russet

Potatoes

for men & women

20 Lb Bag 2.28

Call Today! Ar753-6111
1413 Olive Blvd.
Murray

BE STRONG
"It gives me spirit, it
gives me confidence."
It empowers me. it's
awesome! I feel like
I can kick butt"
Batty Hornbeck
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ESPN reports
Kentucky QB
Couch set to
leave for NFL

Lady Marshals
nip Calloway
in OT 59-58
Lady Lakers miss
two buzzer-beaters
in district setback
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
DRAFFENVILLE. Ky. -- Missed
opportunities.
That's how Calloway County
Lady' Laker head coach Scott Sivills
described his team's second onepoint loss at Marshall County in
the past week.
"We missed a lot of opportunities to make some easy shots
tonight." Sivills said of the .Lady
Lakers' 59-58 overtime defeat at
the hands of the 12-0 Lady Marshals.
-But our girls showed a tremendous amount of heart and pride
tonight: that's all we can ask of
them," he added.
From the opening tip. the contest was just as close as last Wednesday's Bank of Marshall County
Classic championship game -- won
by the Lady Marshals 54-53.
The,two squads waged an intense
battle in the opening minutes. which
saw neither team hold more than
a two-point lead.
Jenni Pigg's layup with 34 seconds left gave the Lady. Lakers a
14-12 advantage at the end of the
'first quarter.
Calloway (7-5) continued its
surge in the opening minutes of
the second quarter. taking an 18-

Marshall 59. Lady Lakers 58. OT
Calloway Co
Marshall Co.

14 24 32 49 — 58
12 33 40 49 -59

Calloway co. - Lassiter 23, Norsworthy
15, Lenclo 10 Thomas 6 Pigg 4
Ragsdale, White FG: 24-60 3-point
FG: 0. FT: 15-19
Rebounds: .34
Record: 7-5
Marshall Co. -- Morton 18 Harper 12.
Hall 10. Stone 9 Gardner 6, Ethndge 4.
Reeves. FG: 16-33. 3-point FG: 4 15
(Morton 3. Stone). FT: 10-15
Rebounds: 28 Record: 12-0.
12 lead on a pair of free throw,
11). Jessk a Nu's orthy and a lay up
from Tittan I issiter.
A jumper h% 1 assiter made the
;core 20-14. oul 3-pointers hy
Emils Stone and Kala Morton tied
the eontest at 20
Flom that iii,Iii Marshall Connoutscored Calloway to close the
second period. taking a 33-24 hall
time lead. Morton and Destiny
Hall led the Lad Marshals with
four points each in the run
The third quarter was a low
scoring affair. with Marshall hold,
ing a 7-6 advantage to take a 4032 lead.
Calloway Lut the lead to 40-37
on a pair 01 tree throws front
Jena Thomas ith 606 lett in the
game.
But the Lady Marshals used
four points from Morton' and a
pair of free throws by AshIcy
Harper to take a 46-39 lead and
appeared to he in control witft
III See Page 38

SCOTT NANNEY,Ledger & Times photo
Calloway County's Jessica Norsworthy shoots over a pair of Marshall
County playpi s ir the l ady Lakers' 59-58 overtime loss Tuesday in
Draffenville Norsworthy finished with 15 points.

Shooting dooms Lakers
in 46-37 loss to Marshall

Ballard
sweeps
Murray
Tuesday
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
LA CENTER, Ky. -- Ballard
Memorial overcame a six-point
deficit after three quarters and
pulled off a surprising 49-47 win
over Murray in girls' basketball
action Tuesday night.
The Lady Bombers (3-6) had
led 11-8 after one quarter and 2018 at halftime, but trailed 36-30
after three periods.
But Ballard outscored Murray
19-11 in the final eight minutes
to drop the Lady Tigers to 9-4.
Whitney Ray led Murray with
18 points while Lindsay Lawson
added 12, Becky Greene nine and
Heather Edwards eight. The- Lady
Tigers were 19 of 40 from the
field, 1 -of-8 from 3-point range
and 8-of-l5 at the free throw line
while outrebounding Ballard 2420.
Lisa McClain paced Ballard with
18 points while Jessica Pace added
13. The Lady Bombers were 17
of 42 from the field, 2-of-9 from
3-point range and 13 of 15 at the
free throw line, including a perfect 6-for-6 in the final minute.
Murray returns to action Friday night against crosstown rival
Calloway County in a Fourth District girls/boys doubleheader at
Calloway's Jeffrey Gymnasium.
Action gets under way at 6 p.m.
Boys
Ballard 68, Murray 34
Murray fell behind 23-7 after
one quarter and was never able
to mount a challenge to Ballard
Tuesday.
The Bombers (5-4) extended
their lead to 43-15 at halftime
and 62-27 after three quarters.
Markise Foster and Kwen Trice
had nine points each for Murray
(0-11). The Tigers were 14 of 44
from the field. 3-of-12 from 3point range and 3-of-10 at the
free throw line.
II See Page 38

By TIM WHITMIRE
AP Sports Writer
)
Cuh reponLEXINGTOIct,- y.
edly ready to give up his senior year as Kentucky's
star quarterback for a lucrative NFL contract, the next
snap he takes could be as a Cleveland Brown.
The expansion Browns hold the No. 1 pick in this
year's NFL draft and are said to be considering taking Couch, who is coveted by NFL scouts for his 6foot-5, 225-pound size, accuracy, touch and experience
in Kentucky's pro-style passing offense.
ESPN reported Tuesday that Couch will declare his
eligibility for the draft before Friday's deadline. The
network said Couch had contacted NFL offices to
request a faxed copy of the paperwork he must file
and was in the process of selecting an agent.
Couch's mother, Janice, said from the family's home
in the Appalachian town of Hyden that an announcement about her son's plans was scheduled for Thursday. She said Couch and his father, Elbert, were not
available.
She said she didn't know what decision-her son has
made.
. In Cleveland, Browns president Carmen Policy did
not immediately return a telephone message seeking
comment.
Policy has said in the past that the Browns would
be likely to take a franchise quarterback with the top
pick, but Browns scouts are reportedly also taking a
close look at Texas running back Ricky Williams, college football's leading career rusher and this year's
Heisman Trophy winner.
Couch threw for 4,275 yards and 36 touchdowns
this season in leading the Wildcats (7-5) to their first
seven-win season since 1984 and their first New Year's
Day bowl appearance since 1952. He finished fourth
in balloting for the Heisman Trophy, was a finalist for
the Davey O'Brien Award as the nation's top college
quarterback and was chosen S'outheastern Conference
Player of the Year.

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
DRAFFENVILLE. Ky. -- Unlike
their counterparts in Tuesday's Calloway-Marshall doubleheader, both
the Lakers and the Marshals struggled offensively for much of the
night.
But the Marshals found lust
enough offense in the fourth quarter to poll out a 46-37 win over
the 1,akers in a Fourth District tilt
at Marshall County High School
"We had some good looks ai
the basket,' but we just coulon t
get anything to fall," said Laker
head coach Ron Greene. "I thought
our offensive efficiency Was coming along pretty well up until
tonight."
After a low-scoring first half
that saw the tw teams combine
for just 38 points, the Marshals
took a 29-25 ,dx antage into the
final period
Marshall(liunt?r, I I I) was able
qCOTT NANNEY/Ledger photo

Calloway County's Austin
Wyatt (left) tries to move
upcourt against a Marshall
player Tuesday.

"A lot of the difference was
missed free throws; if we could
have hit 50 percent of them we
would have been in good shape,"
Greene explained.
"I thought we could have gotten better decisions out of our
seniors; we made some poor choicMarshall Co. -- Powell 11, Merritt 9, es," -Greene said. "Defensively we
Dunn 6, Howell 6, Lyles 5, Perry 4,
did everything we could do, but
Sanders 3. Long 2, Ladd, Moore FG:
20-44 3-point FG: 2-10 (Lyles, Merritt). our seniors should have been able
to take charge."
FT- 4 7 Rebounds: 31 Record: 11-1
Both teams struggled in the
opening
minutes, which saw Marto shake its shooting slump first
shall
take
a 12-9 - lead on a pair
to outseore the Lakers 8-0 in the
of
jumpers
from Brandon Howell
the
fourth
first three mintes of
Marshall
County remained in
quarter for a 37-25 lead.
second quarter at
the
lead
in
the
Jay Powell, Bobby Sanders,
points
from Larry
but
four
17-13,
Aaron Lyles and J.D. Merritt all
and
a
layup
by Kyle
Stubblefield
had points for Marshall County
seonds
left
in the
Tracy
with
32
during the run.
heading
score
at
19
half,
tied
the
on
After falling behind 40-29
a 3-pointer by Merritt, the Lakers to the intermission.
The Marshals took a 29-25 lead
(74.i battled back to within 42on a steal and layup by Austin into the fin41 period after outscoring Calloway 10-6 in the third
Wyatt at the 2:01 mark.
quarter.
.
But that would be the final
Wyatt led Calloway with 14
points the Lakers would score in
points
while Stubblefield added
the contest. Marshall scored the
10.
The
Lakers were 13 of 37
last four points for the victory.
from
the
field, 2-of-I3 from 3Greene said free throws and
mental mistakes cost the Lakers. • See Page 3B
Marshall 46, Lakers 37
Calloway Co.
9 19 25 - 37
Marshall Co.
12 19 29 - 46
Calloway Co. -- A. Wyatt 14,
Stubblefield 10, Underhill 7, Patterson 4,
Tracy 2, Owen, M. Wyatt. FG: 13-37. 3point FG: 2-13(A Wyatt. Stubblefield).
Fr: 9-16. Rebounds: 22. Record: 7-4.

—

.
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UK not happy with win over SC
By PETE IACOBELLI
AP Sports Writer
COLUMBIA. S.C.(API - Isn't
a win a will! Apparently not at
Kentucky. where success is meas- Smith won the "i ". '. , ' .ii h
a..
aid
ured in national championships and his lust season
Just beating an opponent you should know; ‘haiiipioiship baski. al
This wasn't it.
crush doesn't cut- it:
lc walked mu i the Media room
"We're not the type, of team
dated hi, hi-. team's play. He ,alled
that wants to be satisfied with every
thing." said Scott Padgett, whose their seLond-half fold - they led
19 points helped the sixth-ranked by I?. then (ink hs seven less
Wildcats build a big lead, then -than six minute,. later
hold on against South Carolina's the most disappointing swings he'd
second half charge for a 68-61 been around in 'a long time
- -Inettnie, hen oti're pros
victory Tuesday night.
u start to think I in
"We could -have played • a 10; penns
better and we're not going to be the one doing it. I want to be a
satisfied by the fact that we .tust part of it.- Smith said. -You get
a little selfish."
Won,- he said.
He let his team know,
That attitude comes right from
"He was mad," Padgett sant
the top. Kentucky coach Tubb

'Cats prevail 68-61
Padgett had 12 points in the
first hall as the Wildcats (13 3,
2-0 Southeastern Conference) led
39-20 After the Gamecocks (5-8,
0-2) cut it to 47-40 with 14:21
left. Padgett hit a 3-pointer to start
a personal run as Kentucky built
the lead hack to 15 points
"We'ilidn t play as good as we
should have,- said center Jamaal
Magloire, who had 12 points and
11 rebounds. "We should have
played with a lot more intensity
in the second half"
Instead. it was South Carolina
that burned with- passion an fire.
BJ McKie scored 23 of his season-high 31 points in the second

half. He finished with a nearly
perfect shooting night: 7-of-9 overall. 5-of-6 on 3-pointers and 12of-14 free throws.
The Gamecocks, who won the
SEC title two years ago, have lost
six of the past seven games.
"If we could show the consistency we showed in the second
hall..and put two halves together,
This learn can still turn things
around,- McKie said.
- The Gamecocks got within eight
points twice and to 68-61 in the
final minute. But Kentucky's taller,
stronger front line, which outscored
the With:cocks 38-10 inside, had
the answer each time as the Wildcats won their fourth straight against
South Caidlina.
"That's way too many points
in the paint for us to come back

on a team like Kentucky," South
Carolina coach Eddie Fogler said.
Some wondered about Kentucky
after consecutive Incsec to Duke
and Louisville over Christmas. But
the Wildcats answered any critics
with two dominating performances to start the SEC.
They shot 56 percent in beating Florida _93-58 on Saturday and
came out just as hot against the
Gamecocks.
The first half was little more
than a layup drill with the Wildcats scoring the game's first 12
points.
While South Carolina worked for
its points. Kentucky would rush
up, flip the hall to one of its three
front-court starters 6-foot-9 or taller

:
15
I I
N
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See Page 38
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Ballard 68, Tigers 34

Sports

Murray
7 15 27 -- 34
Ballard
23 43 62 - 68
Murray -- Foster 9 Trice 9 Smith 8,
Cogdell 2 Compton 2. T Garland 2,
Workman 2. Duncan, J Garland,
Kelleher, Masthay, Prince, Villaflor FG:
14-44 3-point FG: 3-12 (Trice) FT: 310 Rebounds: 14 Record: 0-11
Ballard -- Roberts 23, Myers 15,
Renfrow 9, Heal 8, Overstreet 6, Dowdy
3, Evans 2, Trice 2, Bard Flowers,
Overby, Pigg, Underwood, Wear FG:
30-46 3-point FG: 3-8 (Heal 2,
Roberts) FT: 5-9
Rebounds: 28
Record: 5-4

BRIEFS

MSU's Bates OVC Newcomer of the Week
Murray State Junior guard Heather Bates was named Ohio Valley Conference
Newcomer of the Week for the week ending Jan 3
The honor is Bates third in the six weeks that conference weekly honors have
been given as she was also named newcomer of the week Nov 23 and Dec 14
Bates was honored this week for her performance against Tennessee Tech
Jan 2. a game in which she Scored 18 points on 60 percent shooting from the
floor (9-for-15) with four rebounds, eight assists and five steals
Bates led Murray State with a game-high 24 points Monday night against Middle Tennessee, but the Lady Racers fell 72-68 at the Regional Special Events
Center Bates also had a team-high five assists
Murray State 12-10. 1-3 OVC) hosts OVC rival Tennessee , Martin 18-4. 3-1
OVC) Saturday night at 5 at RSEC

MSU athletics releases academic results
Murray State assistant athletics director for academics and compliance Margaret Simmons released the Fall 1998 semester academic results for MSU student-athletes this afternoon, with five students earning a perfect 4 0 grade-point
overage (GPA).
Two members of the newest varsity sport, women's rowing, senior Jodi Futrell
and sophomore Debbie Schulen earned a perfect 4,0 In that semester's classwork. Junior Michael Turner of the men's basketball team, sophomore Daniel
Wenzel of baseball and freshman Kristen Margherio of women s golf also all
made 4.0 GPAs.
Rariked-bYlearn. Me wOrnen-s-rowmg team had the highest team GPA at
3.14, followed by women's volleyball at 3 06 Women's tennis was third at 2 93,
followed by women's track at 2.86. men's tennis at 2 82, men's track at 2.7,
women's golf 2.68, rifle 2.65, baseball 2.59, women s basketball 2 46, men's golf
2.37, football 2.20and men's basketball 2.12
As a whole, the 257 Murray State student-athletes averaged a 2 54 gradepoint average, with 85 making a GPA of 3.0 or better. The 2.54 average is the
highest semester average since Spring 1996, when athletes averaged 2 59, and
is the fourth-highest semester average since Spring 1991 The 85 student-athletes with a GPA of 3.0 or better Is the most since Spring 1996, when 105 students achieved the accomplishment.
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Jane Rogers Ins.
"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)
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State Farm Insurance Companies
Horne Offices Bloomington, Illinois

High School Basketball
Tuesday's Games
Boys:
Allen Central 115, Pianst 34
Augusta 65, Deming 62
Ballard Memonal 68, Murray 34
Barren Co. 60. Edmonson Co 55
Bath Co. 55, Lawrence Co. 61
Beechwood 84, Bellevue 71
Belfry 63, Elkhom City 55
Berea 47. Richmond Model 44
Boyd Co. 74, Rowan Co. 56
Boyle Co. 75, Danville 53
Buckhom 98, Riverside Chnstian 82
Carlisle Co. 88, Fulton City 82
Cawood 68, Evans 43
Chnstian Co. 74, Hopkins Central 69
Clay Co. 88, Rockcastle Co. 54
Clinton Co. 91, Adair Co 69
Corbin 73, Bell Co 71
Cov. Holmes 65, Ft Thomas Highlands 45
Dawson Springs 59, Crittenden Co. 49
East Carter 65, Morgan Co. 45
East Jessamine 70, Casey Co. 68
Elizabethtown 101, LaRue Co. 95.
20T
Frankfort 60, Burgin 48
Franklin-Simpson 63. Warren Central
59, OT
Gallatin Co. 79, Oldham Co 64
Grayson Co. 65. Owensboro Apolio 54
Green Co 86. Cavema 70
Greenwood 49, Logan Co. 47
Hancock-to. 56. Breckinridge Co. 54
Harlan 84, Cumberland 45
Henderson Co. 95, Webster Co. 49
Henry Co at South Oldham. ppd.
Hickman Co. 63, Fulton Co. 48
Hopkinsville 70, Livingston Central 45
Knox Central 74. Williamsburg 63
Lawrence Co 61, Bath Co. 55
Lewis Co. 64, Elliott Co. 54
Lex. Catholic 83. Lex. Sayre 36
Lex. Henry Clay 62. Lee Co. 52
Lex. Lafayette 56, Lex Dunbar 54
Lincoln Co. 74. Garrard Co. 64
Lone Oak 61, Heath 35
Lou. Collegiate 59, Lou. Walden 46
Lou. Country Day 66, Lou St. Francis
40
Lou. Shawnee at Bullitt Central. ppd.
Madison Central at Shelby Co . ppd
Madison Southern 85, North Laurel 64
Madisonville-North Hopkins 69, Caldwell Co. 51
Marshall Co. 46, Calloway Co. 37
Meade Co 76. Han Co. 35
-Muhlenberg South 61, Muhienberg
North 51
Nelson Co. 76, Bardstown 52
Newport 51, Erlanger Lloyd 48, OT
Newport Central Catholic 57, Coy
Catholic 51, OT
Nicholas Co. 58, Menifee Co 49
North Hardin 71, Central Hardin 49
Ohio Co. 56. Owensboro Cathoilc 45
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Owensboro 63, Daviess Co 61
Owsley Co 69, Breathitt Co 62
Paducah St Mary 58, Mayfield 40
Paducah Tilghman 60. Reidland 46
Pans 68, Montgomery Co 53
Pike Central 71, Betsy Layne 60
Powell Co 71, Wolfe Co. 60
Prestonsburg 87, South Floyd 88, 20T
Providence 56, Butler Co 49
Pulaski Co 73, Harrodsburg 61
Russell 65, Ashland Blazer 51
Scott Co 78, Franklin Co 60
Sheldon Clark 54, Magoffin Co 52
Somerset 73, McCreary Central 62
South Floyd 88. Prestonsburg 87. 20T
South Laurel 96, Jackson Co 61
Taylor Co 75. Russell Co 72. OT
Union Co. 66. Lyon Co 55
Western Hills 69, Estill Co 47
Whitesburg 63. Fleming-Neon 50
Whitley Co 75, Barbourville 74
Woodford Co 92. Millersburg Militac,
Academy 78
Louisville Invitational Tournament
First round
Lou Iroquois 62. Lou Moore 58
Lou St. Xavier 75, Lou Valley 69
Lou Tnnity 73, Lou Fairdale 68
Lou Waggener 59, Lou Male 56
Girls:
Ballard Memorial 49, Murray 47
Barren Co 59, Edmonson Co 49
Boyle Co 70, Danville 43
Caldwell Co 55. Madisonville-Nom
Hopkins 53
Fulton City 60, Carlisle Co 55
Fulton Co 61, Hickman Co 40
Grayson Co 78, Whitesville Trinity
Green Co 73. Caverna 53
Knox Central 60, Williamsburg 40
Lincoln Co 62, Garrard Co 42
Logan Co 37, Greenwood 32
Lone Oak 53, Heath 36
Lou Brown 46, Lou St Francis 27
Lou Evangel 36. Lou Highview Baptist 34
Lou Fern Creek 57, Lou Western 36
Lou Pleasure Ridge 1:'rk 61, Lou
Holy Cross 46
Lou Presentation 71, Lou Waggener
37
Lou Sacred Heart 81, Lou Ballard 54
Marshall Co 59, Calloway Co 58, OT
Mason Co 53. Harnson Co 41
Mayfield 67, Paducah St Mary 55
Montgomery Co 79. Paris 34
Nelson Co 49. Bardstown 40
North Hardin 48 Central Hardin 47
Oldham Co 64. Gallatin Co. 47
Owensboro 48, Daviess Co 37
Rockcastle Co 62. Clay Co 58
Webster Co 41 Henderson Co 37
Ashland Invitational
Quarterfinals
East Carter 48, Rose Hill 36
West Carter 59, Lex Bryan Station 4.

Ballard 49, Lady Tigers 47

Do you
have a hot
news tip?
The
Ledger
will pay
$10 for the
best news
tip of the
month.

ttle more
the Wildfirst 12

1Ballard...

ELady Lakers...
From Page 2B
tour minutes remaining in regulation.
'However, the Lady Lakers'
pressing defense forced a pair of
steals which were converted into
layups by Brooke Lencki.
The Lady Lakers cut the lead to
46-45 on a outback by Norsworthy
with 2:37 to go. Harper scored a layup for a 48-45 lead, but Norsworthy followed with a jumper.
After a free throw by Morton
gave Marshall a 49-47 advantage,
Norsworthy saved the Lady Lakers
with a layup with just 16 seconds
left to tic the game.
A Marshall turnover gave Calloway the ball back with just five
seconds remaining. That's when
Norsworthy found Lencki on the
baseline for an open jumper, but
the shot bounced off the rim to
force overtime.
The game remained deadlocked
when Tosha Gardner nailed a
jumper with 1:48 to go in the extra
period to tie the game at 53.
The Lady Lakers appeared to
take control of ,the contest when
1.assiter was fouled on a successful
layup attempt. Her free throw was
good and Calloway led 56-53 with
1:10 left.
But the'itad quickly changed

From Page 2B
point range and 9-of-l6 at the tree
throW line.
Powell led Marshall with II
points while Merritt had nine. Marshall was 20 of 44 from the field, 2of- 10 from 3-point range and 4-of7 at the free throw line while outrebounding Calloway 31-22.
Greene said the Lakers will improve.

Er.orn Page 28

hands on a layup by Harper and a
Calloway turnover that resulted in
two free throws by Hall for a 57-56
Lady Marshall lead.
Marshall added to the lead when
a steal of an inbounds pass led to a
layup and a 59-56 advantage.
A pair of free throws cut the
margin to 59-58 with 20 seconds
left. The Lady Lakers had a chance
to win the game, but a jumper by
Lencki at the buzzer hit the back of
the rim.
"We played well until the last
few minutes of the game; we had
two good looks to win the ballgame, but it just didn't happen,"
Sivills said.
Lassiter led all scorers with 23
points while Norsworthy added 15
and Lencki chipped in with 10. The
Lady Lakers were 24 of 60 from
the field and 15 of 19 at the free
throw line while outrebounding
Marshall 34-28.
Morton led Marshall with 18
points While Harper had 12, Hall 10
and Emily Stone nine. The Lady
Marshals were 16 of 33 from the
field, 4-of-IS from 3-point range
and 10 of 15 at the free throw line.
According to Sivills, the Lady
Lakers' youth played a key role
down the stretch.
"Some of our girls have never
been in that type situation before,"

"We'll learn from this game," he
said. "There are some things that
we can do better. We'll be highly
competitive toward the end of the
season."
Calloway hosts crosstown rival
Murray Friday night in a Fourth
District girls/boys doubleheader at
Jeffrey Gymnasium. The girls'
game starts at 6 with the boys to
follow.

SAVE UP TO s500 PER YEAR ON GAS!

Dustin Roberts led Ballard with
23 points while Ross Myers had IS.
The Bombers were a smoking 30 of
46 from the field, including 3-of-8
from 3-point range, while making
5-of-9 at the free throw line. Ballard doubled up Murray on the
boards 28-14.
Murray meets Calloway County
Friday nit.

From Page 28

which almost nothing has gone
right. They had more turnovers
than field goals(7 to 6), shot 23.1
percent (6-of-26) and watched
McKie take only one shot.
Things turned after the half as
guard Aaron Lucas opened with
two 3-pointers. That sparked a 20-8
run that got the Gamecocks back in
it.

and drop in a basket.
Padgett had three inside buckets,
Magloire four and Michael Bradley
two as Kentucky took a big lead.
Bradley finished with 14 points
and Wayne Turner had II.
For the Gamecocks, it was another half of misery in a season in

RACER Foundation offering bus trips
The RACER Foundation has organized a series of bus trips to
away games for most of the remaining Murray'State men's basketball games this season. The first
trip will be on Saturday. January 14
when the Racers travel to Cape Girardeau, Mo., to face Southeast
Missouri.
Price for the SEMO trip will be
$35 per person. The fee includes
roundtrip bus transportation from
Murray, a reserved seat for the
Racer-Indians tilt and light snacks

and beverages on the trip. Spaces
are limited for each of the trips and
will be reserved on a first-come basis. The bus will leave and return
on the same day. The deadline for
reserving space on the SEMO trip
is end of the day on Monday, January 11.
Trip reservations can be made
with cash, check or, credit card
through the MSU athletic offices in
Stewart Stadium., For more information, call 762-6800.

Warehouse Tire will continue to
offer you the same dependable
service and exceptional quality you've
come to trust.
Open Mon.-Fri. 7-5

WAREHOUSE
TIRE
400 industrial Rd.•

Since 1549

CURRENT
INVESTMENT RATES
.‘NNE-111.
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

MINIMUM
DEPOSIT

182 Days

3.95%

$1000

9 Months

4.05%

$1000

Financing Available

12 Months

4.10%

$500

RACEWAY AUTO SALES

18 Months

5.00%

$500

60 Months

4.35%

$500

TERM
local dealer Is

Lake Region
Propane Gas, Inc.
31 Small Lane
Hardin, KY 42048
753-8011
tollfree 800-354-8050

One Year
Guarantee
Gas Price

753-9586

Murray's Only $3,000 and Under-Lot
Owner - Donnie Winchester
1991 Chevy Lumina-Egro
$2,900

1993 Plymouth Duster
V-6, SPOrtY

$3,300

1993 Hyundai
Scope

$2,950

1991 Chevy Corsica

Moon Roof

1988 Grand Prix

$2,300

V-6

$2,700
$1,000

Owne,

1990 Olds

Cutlass Cpl.

1986 Ford

1986 Mazda 'Truck SE

$2,250

iP44111

PeoplesBank
Of Murray,Kentucky

$1,950

$1,950
$1,900

Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. These annual percentage
yields are effective January 5, 1999.

1988 Suzuki Samuri
fOce

1986 Chrysler Fifth Avenue

1989 Mazda 323

•.4, .4•4441..

he noted. "We can learn from this
game. We'll be more patient when
this happens again. Hopefully we'll
play a lot better when we get them
at our home."
Calloway is back in Fourth District action Friday night, hosting
crosstown rival Murray at 6 in a
girls/boys doubleheader at Jeffrey
Gymnasium.

753-1111

Pteinitirn Grade Gas

V-6

iorked.for
mid rush
I its three
9 or taller,

Murray
8 18 36
47
Ballard
11 20 30 -49
Murray - Ray 18 Lawson 12 Greene
9 Edwards 8, Dunn Miles, Thompson
FG: 19-40 3-point FG: 1-8 (Lawson).
FT: 8-15 Rebounds: 24 Record: 9-4
Ballard
McClain 18, Pace 13 Koehler
8, Harris 5, Shepherd 3. Story 2. Miers,
FG: 17-42 3-point FG: 2-9 (McClain).
FT: 13-15 Rebounds: 20 Record: 3-6

SOCCER AWARD WINNERS: Girls' award winners at the recent Calloway County soccer
banquet were (front, from left) Johnna Stockdale, Ashley Henderson, Kennette Cleaver,
Becky Underhill, Tiffany White, Lacey McCuan, Courtney Hamby;(back, from left) Tai Orten,
Haley Lynn, Dee Anna Dycus, Noelle Olsen, Teresa Dycus, Brooke Lencki, Angela Johnson
and Audra Todd,

300 South 4th

in beat1rday and
ainst the

MOW

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is There.

3B

v6 kilo.

Ranger

$1,650

1986 Chevy Silverado
Local Truck

$2400

Main Office: 5th & Main • North Branch:
12th & Chestnut • South Branch: 12th &
Story • Kroger Money Market• 767-BANK
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL:

CLASSIFIED Al) RATES
‘d.
$6.25 Column Inch,60%

7534916

Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.

tall 4 4.1: .44a:t /14", AIM

Ad Deadlines

n I.l. Per,o•J

Monday
Tuesday
Wald norsday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

S2 25 per ciilumn inch extra for Tuesda)(Shopping Guide)

Deadline Day & Time

Publish

Line 4,Js it to: IMPITYM Isa 40. tpc. aord rrr das tor fAch alshoonal 1.1,tr.o.ull,e day
S:'III tute 1,:r Shopper :La, Claastheds go into ShIt in GUI& 5311)extra r Mind hos ads

Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

Just Say "Charge It"
010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Instruction
120 Computers
130 For Sale Or Trade
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings

010

010

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

165 Antique .
180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling
300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent

010
Legal Notice

Murray-Calloway County Parks & Recreation Dept.
General Fund
Statement of Revenues & Expenditures
For the Year Ended 30 June, 1998
REVENUES:
City of Murray
Calloway County Fiscal Court
Concession Pool)
Contributions
Interest Income
League Fees
Shelter Reservations
Pool
Special Events
Total Revenues

80,000.04
79,999.00
13,776.80
5,527.85
1,149.11
10,923.00
1,805.00
37.484.78
10.065.13

$241,838.22

Beginning Balance 1 July, 1997
Revenues
Expenditures
Payroll Liabilities
Total Balance

88,695.26
240,730.71
241,838.22
4,417.18
$92,004.93

Bank Balance 30 June. 1998
Prime Investment
Total

230.14
6,498.57
2,831.13
553.00
20,444.68
9,975.36
414.86
3,410.97
2,930.26
8,512.65
17,289.04
13,961.46
5,146.01
5,654.53
105,441.95
16,779.36
358.00
317.34
1,146.50
3,393.75
13,483.39
3,071.27

4,615.49
87,389.44

$92,004.93

Robert Williams, Chairman Murray-Calloway County Park Board
Elizabeth Hudson, Office Manager

FREE PALLETS
U-haul off
Murray Ledger & Times

753-1916

IA
-

"STOP"
Why Pay Higher Prices
On A Rental Vehicle?

HALEY'S
Rental and Sales

112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone:753-6910
Has Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we *Me all 10 Also at age 65 to 65/2,
according to Federal Law, they are all guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be
1 P.M'S 2 Company stability 3 Service
We represent 7 -A.M Best A- or A+ rated"
companies to give-you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year We have
been serving West Ky for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamor•
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free:
1-800-455-4199

Notice
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
BIBLE message 759-5177
CONSIDERING Abortion'
)
Call LifeHouse 753-0700
FOR Good Clean Fun,
Stop by
CORNER POCKETS in
Almo Heights Formerly
Thweatt s Service Station
There's games for all ages
including pool There's
even snacks
Open every evening ex,
cept Wednesday and
Sunday We even book
parties
HOUSE of Clothes, $1 00
per item Mon-Sun Off
Kirksey Hwy left on 464, 5
miles 489-2243

I'VE MOVED!!!
MAINSTREET
MEMORIES
412 Main
(formerly Wallis Drugs)
'Dance 'Gymnastics'
'Exercise Apparel'
Now accepting consignment clothing, plus antiques & collectibles Showcase & booth rentals available Call w- 753-3040
h- 753-0266
Thanks" Ten Bryant

LP Gas Refill Special
Thru January 20Ib cylon
der $5 95, 100lb cylinder
$27 95 with ad B&B Brokers, 701 S 12th. 753-4389
OPENING soon: Judy's
Ceramics. Rte. 299 &
Washer Rd Phone 4896176. Register now for
classes Cleaning, paintiris_ etc

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

YARD SALES
1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

010
Legal Notice

010
Legal Notice

060
NO Wanted

Notice

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST.
Guaranteed 5 years
Monthly income
ay-affable'
100% reinsured'
100% investment
grade assetsI
Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

Co nn el I
Insurance

MC

Murray, KY
753-4199

NOW OPEN
Skinsations
Electrolysis & Skincare
Leigh Knight, CE
•Free Consultation
'Specializing In Electrolysis,
Thermolysis & Blend
Located in Walnut Plaza
104 N.5th St, 'Suite 203
753-5900
STARTING January 9th
Lathe Futrell will be working Saturdays at Leta s
Salon Call for an appointment 753-8282

WYANT'S CAR VALET
Handwashing, detailing,
wax lobs, free pickup and
delivery service in town
Quality products and Satisfaction is Guaranteed'
Gift Certificates Available
Handwash & Detail $20
Vans, Trucks, SUV's $25
Wax Jobs $45 & $55
753-7262

060
Lost and Found
(2) St Bernard s missing
from Cherry Corner area
Male & female. 9 mo
wearing
name
tags
Please Help' Call 7591824. 753-1813 or 7679435 Reward
LOST 312 weeks, a black
miniature DaShundrTernor
mix, without collar Southeast Murray area Answers
to Trever He is missed
and loved, if found please
call 759-1411 Reward
LOST in Hardin, Wadesboro area, black female
puppy. Lab mix. 4 months
.old. approximately 30lbs
Call 437-42911 with any information

uoys. 753-0638
nights
LOST Black Lab, Dec 31
700 block Fairlane Dr Female,10mo .
50Ibs
Named Lady Call 7534288 Reward

WANT ADS
WORK

L

ADVERTISING FIA
SALES
Sri
REPRESENTATIVE `•-/
Full-time sales position available for an
enthusiastic, highly motivated individual.
Must have sales experience and a dependable means - of transportation. Excellent
benefit., include health, dental and vision
insurance, paid holidays, paid vacations,
sick days and gas allowance. Interested
individuals must send resume to:

MurraAedger SE Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

OTR DRIVERS
ROLLINS DCS is currently seeking
experienced OTR Drivers for our MURRAY. KY operation.
WE OFFER:
• $38,000 per year
• Excellent Benefits
• Paid Holidays
• 1 Week Paid Vacation in 6 mo.
• 2 Weeks in a Year
• Company Paid Pension Plan
• 401K, Safety Bonus
• Late Model Equipment
• Home Weekends and Dqring Week

WE REQUIRE:
• 2 years experience in last 5 years
• Minimum 23 years of age
• Good Driving Record
• Pass DOT Physical/Drug
Please call 1-800-782-8759. Ask for Mike
or Ben

455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale
470 Motorcycles & ATV's
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

060

Card of Thanks
Hei"ftnied

LBL Golden Pond Plane- WANTED: A part-time xtarium- Show operator po- ray tech for a busy docsition open. 24 to 32 hours tor's office. Please send
per week, some weekends resume to PO Box 1040B,
required, must be able to Murray, KY 42071.
present programs to the
public with enthusiasm,
070
knowledge of astronomy
helpful, perfect for retired
educator. This job is not a
CLEANING houses is my
TVA position. • Send a
business., Reliable. Call
hand-written letter describLinda. 759-9553.
ing your interest, background, and . phone number by January 22 to: LBL
Association. 100 Van MorMDM Computers
gan Drive, Golden Pond,
060
KY 42211. No phone calls Repairs, upgrades and inHalo Wanted
stallations. Custom built
can be accepted.
LPN Position available.. systems to your specs. On
BECOME A CERTIFIED
Apply in person, Britthaven site service by certified
NURSING ASSISTANT
of Benton, Hwy 641 South, tech. 753-2316 -pager
Looking for meaningful
Benton, KY (across from 742-1552.
employment that allows
Wal-Mart). EOE/AAE.
you the opportunity to realNEEDED. someone to baly make a difference? Britbysit my children in my
thaven of Benton is offerhome. This would be a
ing a nurse assistant
good job for a high school ACCEPTING bids for 1.49
class. Class begins soon
senior with the new city acres dark fired tobacco
Brit-I-haven offers: 'Paid
school schedule for the base (Calloway 1998 allotTraining
'Employment
98-99 school year. For an ment) until 1-13-99. Mail
once certified 'Kentucky interview call 753-3474.
responses to: PO Box
Certification. Apply in Tuesday-Fnday 4:30-8pm,
1040D, Murray, KY 42071
PERSON at Britthaven of
Sat & Sun 12-8pm.
140
Benton, Hwy 641 S, BenSALES- CEMETERY
Want to Buy
ton, KY Drug Free Work Be one of the highest paid
Place. EOE/AAE.
in America. Call 11am90- 115HP outboard mo
CONSTRUCTION tempo- 4pm, Mon-Sat, 753-0580.
tor, 4cyl 759-5073
rary, full-time. Both experi- SIRLOIN Stockade now CASH for G.I. Joes Toys.
enced and inexperienced hiring Assistant Manager. Old or New. 753-7185.
commercial flat roofers We offer competitive pay, CASH paid for good, used
.health
and laborers, required to comprehensive
rifles, shotguns, and pisstart immediately. Entry benefits, along with a fine tols. Benson Sporting
working
environment.
Aplevel starts at 58.00 per
"Goods, 519 S. 12th, Murhour. Experienced wage is ply in person at: 926 S ray.
12th
St.
Murray.
negotiable
1-800-876COLLECTIBLES & AntiTHE Amenhost Inn has
6340. (refer to ad KY),
ques. We buy 1 or whole
positions open for a fullestates. Call 753-3633.
time maintenance worker
DRIVERS/ OTR
keeping.
AppliEarn up to 44c per mile and house
150
including benefits with cations can be picked up
Articles
Jolliff Transportation Call at the Amerihost Inn, 1210
For Salo
for details
1-800-873- N 12th Street, Murray. No
phone calls please. EOE.
5653 Mon 8am- Sat Noon
18" DISH Satellites, 2

All stored items in storage unit 211 at
Key Mini Warehouses, 1850 State
Route 121 South Murray, KY 42071,
have been abandoned and if all
charges for storage unit 211 are not
paid in full on or before Jan. 15,1999,
Key Mini-Warehouses will have legal
possession of all items stored in
units 211. A sale date for said items
stored in storage units 211 will be
posted at a later time.

$240,730.71

EXPENDITURES:
Advertisement
Buildings Repair/Maintenance
Contract Labor
Dues & Subscriptions
Employee Benefits
Equipment Purchases
Equipment Rental
Equipment Repair/Maintenance
Facility Supplies
Food for Concession
Grounds
Insurance
LiabilityNV'orkers Comp
Miscellaneous
Office Supplies
Payroll
Pool
Postage & Delivery
Printing & Reproduction
Special Event Expense
Taxes
ttilities
Vehicles
TOTAL EXPENDITURES

320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
420 Home Loans
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale

ADJUSTMENTS

Deamtleit
*Awn •

ways to qualify for free satellite receiver and dish. Also, receivers starting at
$99. Call 753-7419, ask
for Tony.
1979 CHEVROLET van, a
concrete trowl machine, &
a brick saw (nearly new)
436-5067
26" COLORED Zenith walnut console TV, good condition. $75. 753-7387.
ASHLEY wood stove $85.
753-3915
BEDSIDE potty chair,
household items from remodeling. 753-3917.
FOR SALE Princess &
Erin Ty Beanie Babies
Call 492-8566
GO-KART, new 5 horse
Briggs & Stratton engine,
live axle, quick change
sprocket New front tires,
$400 Call 753-9892
HOT tub (2 yr warranty
left), aroma therapy sauna,
(2) tanning beds, Royal
cash register. Macintosh
lap top computer w/pnnter,
treadmill, butterfly exercise
machine, stepper, exercise
bike, Easy rider, bar bells,
microwave, high pressure
washer w/gas motor Everything in good condition
753-9274
RESTAURANT style gas
grill $500 Charcoal- cash
register $250 753-7382
SEE us for your barn or
roof metal Cut to length
Covers 36 inches. many
colors Economy Metal &
Supply Co 489-2722
WHITE double basin kitchen sink, practically new
Half price $100
759-1830

160
Homo Furnishings
2PC living room group
$14 95/wk Call 753-4663

Words cannot express our
thanks and appreciation for
all the acts of kindness shown
to us during the illness and loss
of our dear loved one, Sherry Vance.
The many prayers, the visits and
words of comfort, the food and
beautiful flowers meant so much to
us. A special thanks to Drs. Crouch,
Butler, Gustafson and Mark
Williams; the critical care nurses at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital;
Bro. James Garland and Bro.
Warren Sykes and the Miller
Funeral Home. She will be sadly
missed but not forgotten. Thank
you and God Bless.
The family of Sherry Vance

SELL IT IN OUR
CLASSIFIEDS!
753-1916
SALES IF YOU ARE READING THIS AD, YOU ARE
UNHAPPY, YOU ARE EITHER OUT OF WORK, OR
YOU JUST HAVE A "JOB"
Do you want a career'? Do you want to earn $50K+ per year'?
Do you want a benefit package second-to-none/ I am going to
hire 5 people this week to service families in the Murray and
surrounding areas with cemetery arrangements. The people I
am looking for must be honest, sincere, self-motivated and be
willing to treat every person they talk to the same way they
would want to be treated I work strictly above board, and i
expect the same work from the people that work for me. If you
have these qualifications. I would very much enjoy talking to
you, and explain the benelits our company has to offer

Murray Memorial Gardens
Call Mr. Sheperd
11-4 Mon.-Sat.•(502) 753-0580
Cali for directions if needed. No resume please.
I hire people. not paper. E.O.E.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
BENEFIT PACKAGE!!
PROFIT SHARING!
JAKEL INC. is rapidly expanding it's
work force in Murray. Ky. We have full
time positions with medical benefits available immediately. Work hours are 6:30
'a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday through
Thursday.
Sufficient overtime will be required. If you
are interested in earning a competitive
wage that rewards performance, receiving
paid vacations and holidays, and participating in the company's growth and profitability then you owe it to yourself to
check us out. Apply in person at:

JAKEL,INC.
700 N. 4th Street
Murray, Ky 42071

Celebrity Offers:
Nlies/Alway
•frieedly Disport&
*fusion Ipnieit
•Excellaat Malteaawe Pray=
*Haw lino Every 7-10 Days
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illobsetHomes For SM.

1998 YEAR End Specie
64 ft. doublewide. Plywood
floors, fireplace, side by
side refrigerator, up-grade
carpet & pad, water cut
offs & much much more.
Has to go, no reasonable
refused.
offer
Wilson
Home Center, Hwy 641 N,
Murray. 1-800-540-7956.
1999 MODEL, 32 wide extra sharpe 3br, 2 bath with
all the extras. From plywood floors to thermopane flip out windows, with
marble seals. This house
TRACTOR for sale: 135
is a must see. Only at, WilMassey Ferguson live son Home Center,
Murray,
power, power steering with KY. 1-800-540-7956
6ft. finish woods mower.
753-7382 after 4pm
BAD CREDIT, BANKRUPTCY
REPO'S
&
CHARGE OFFS. Been
Firewood
turned down over & over?
SEASONED Firewood, de Don't give up! We specialize in credit problems. One
livered, $35. 435-4494.
phone call can be the turnfrig point to putting you in
MIBM911B
that new home of your
dreams. Don't wait! Call
CONSOLE PIANO: Smal now! Wilson Home Center,
monthly payments. Will fi
Inc., Murray, KY 1-800nance with approved cred
540-7956, Ext. 101.
it. See locally. 800-635
7611.
BEAUTIFUL homes + Up
PLAYER piano plus rolls grades in every home +
of music, very nice piece Low down payments +
of furniture. $1,050. 753- Easy financing + Knowledgeable sales staff +
7382.
Lowest prices + Plywood
floors. Service after the
Abbas Homes For Sale
sale adds up to, Wilson
Home Center, Murray, KY
14X70 2br, 1 bath, 9f1 ceil1-800-540-7956.
ngs, wood burning fireBRAND
new 1998 year
place, electric appliances.
Nice well built trailer. end show models must go
$7,500. 753-2699, 753- to make room for 99's. (1)
16X80 3+2 (1) 16X72 2+2
7930.
(1) 14X52 2+1, all homes
14X70 38R, 11/2 bath,
have plywood floors all the
near MSU. 753-9866.
very rock bottom lowest
14X70 FLEETWOOD, 2br,
prices. Save, save, save.
1 bath, microwave & dishWilson Home Center.
washer. 753-9866.
1-800-540-7956.
1994
BUCCANEER
16X80, 3br, 2 baths, excel- MOBILE home on a nice
lent condition. 753-0506.
lot in subdivision, east of
1997 CLAYTON 16X80, Murray. $8,000. 759-4401.
3br, 2 bath, GE applianMUST SEE!!
ces, fireplace, whirlpool, Close out on all 1998
front & rear porch, storage homes. One of the Southbuilding, excellent condi- east' Largest and Oldest
tion, $28,500. 759-2231.
Dealerships. Dinkins MoLARGEST Selection of bile Homes, Inc. 2427 E.
used homes, 12, 14', 16' Wood St., Paris, TN.
wide. All at Special Prices.
1-800-642-4891.
See the Housing Leader, REPO'S & used homes at
Dinkins Mobile Homes, Wilson Home Center, Murray, KY. 1-800-540-7956.
Inc. 1-800-642-4891.
4 MONTH old Sealy living
room suite. $800 obo. Dining table & 4 chairs, $250.
Entertainment
center,
$250. 753-7466 leave
message.
group,
BEDROOM
$15/wk. Call 753-4663.
BROYHILL Hideaway bed
loveseat & chair, beige
mauve & blue floral, $300
Call 395-5397

SAVE $1,000's on this
1998 Year End Clearance,
lot model, cedar sided,
steel roof, wood plank
floors & walls, stone fireplace, oak cabinets and
the option list goes on &
on. There's only one &
when it's gone it's gone.
Wilson Home Center, Murray, KY 1-800-540-7956.

iliWaadForilant
2BR, 11/2 bath mobile
home, gas heat. Call 7592599, after 6pm.
2BR, 11/2 baths, $260/mo.
753-6012.
3BR, trailer with full basement on 167 Wilkins Drive.
5 lots with big garage.
436-5570 or 436-5901.
HAZEL, 2br. 492-8526.
MOBILE home, 759-9730.
NICE 14X70 2br, clean
641 South. 492-8488.
NICE 2br trailer for rent.
Call Linzy Beane, 4362582.
SMALL attractive mobile
home on private lot in Murray. $200 rent, $200 deposit. 753-7953.

Home Lots For Rent
1/2 ACRE lot, $100
753-6012
LOT for rent 492-8488.
Business Rentals

Office Space
Various size

suites
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

753-8302 or
753-9621
DOWNTOWN office space
available. Rent from $95 to
$150/mo, including utilities. Call Greg McNutt.
753-4451.
RETAIL or office space for
rent. 700 square feet to
2500 square feet.
Century 21. 753-1492.
SMALL office space with
private outside entrance,
all utilities paid. In Southside Shopping Center
$275. 753-6612 or 7534509.

Avotrositts For Rent

/ ALPINE
•)ockrordroscrib.

Clarion

•

IP'RCP

AAUP Ca SIC.

Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
753-0113

Dixieland Center

Recipe For A Beautiful Home....
Fine Furnishings at 'Everyday" Discount Prices
-Norwalk *Stanley -Hooker
-Kimball •ILlnlyersal -Broyhill
-Poilaeld -Reatonic -Basset -Kesler
"C... S.. 711.1
Downtown
Murray

7f—
Free
Financing

Keep your
computer in

Top Shape
call the

TechimpotOpotaiitt
Justin Crosser
Computer Repair, Upgrade, Training & Installation
502-759-8662 or 502-759-2422
415 S. 4th St.

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with
FREE delivery and setup go to.

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Sat.. 9 a.m.-5 p.m
With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566
TAiri

714ffrOgyTio7j.

Calloway Monument Co.
1707 W. Main St. Murray extends their thanks &
appreciation to the people of Murray & the surrounding area, for their patronage during the
last 50 years Mr. James(Jim) Smothers has
passed away, however Calloway Monument
will continue to be family owned & operated.
Call on Jerry Adams and Jennifer
"Smothers" Spencer for your memorial needs.
Custom designing & individual craftsmanship
continue to be our "Speciality"
Mon.-Fri. 7:30-4:30 • Sat & Sun By Appt.
753-1!!

1 BEDROOM Apt. for ren
close to college $250/mo
753-9562 ask for Tina.
1 OR 2br apartment for
rent. Deposit required, no
pets. Call 489-6129.
1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109.
1BR apt. Fireplace. Clean.
Close
to
campus.
$200/mo. Water & gas included. 753-7276.
1BR duplex apartment,
505 Vine, $225.+ deposit.
492-8225.
1BR, 1 bath, partially furnished, in town. $180/mo.
Deposit required. 7591519.
1BR low utilities no pets.
$235/mo. 753-3949.
1BR, w/d, refrigerator,
stove, dishwasher, back
deck,
low
utilities.
$335/mo. 759-2571, 5592031.
2BR duplex apartment, extra large, appliances furnished, central gas heat &
air, lots of storage & extras. No pets, lease & deposit required. 753-7185.
2BR duplex, 2 bath, garage, 11/2 yrs old, 903 N.
20th. No pets, $600/mo,
1yr lease 436-2834.
2BR, 1 bath w/carport,
central h/a, appliances furnished, $475/mo, 1yr
lease, 1 mo deposit, 7532905 or 753-7536
2BR, 1 bath, w/d, central
h/a. No pets. Deposit required. Close to university.
$450/mo. 753-3536.
2BR, 11/2 bath duplex
w/appliances. 3BR, 2 bath
duplex w/appliances.
753-5344 or 559-9970.
2BR, central gas h/a, apfurnished.
pliances
$300/mb. Coleman RE,
753-9898.
3BR, central h/a, low utilities, walk to campus. 2
apartments available. Call
753-8767 or 759-4696
4BR, 21/2 bath duplex in
Fallbrook. 1 year lease, no
appliances.
all
pets,
$700/mo. 753-4937 days.
8-5, M-F.
641S, CLEAN, 2br, h/a,
w/d hookup, no pets. Water & garbage pickup furnished. Deposit. 492-8634.
EXTRA large duplex in private area, central a/c with
natural gas heat and appliances, available 1/1/99,
lease plus deposit, no
pets. $475/mo. 759-1087
after 4pm.
GARAGE apt, 404 St 8th
St $200 per month plus
deposit No pets
759-4771

ws
4e,„
/
1
4

•••

Apartments Foram*
EXTRA nice, 1br, 1 bath,
central gas h/a, appliances
furnished, including w/d,
$375/mo, 1yr lease, 1 mo
deposit, No pets
753-2905

Wades,'

PRAM

2BR, brick, in Hazel, central gas heat and air, furnished, all new appliances
new roof. $325/mo, $325
deposit Call Joe Morgan
753-9086 Ask for Joe
2BR, gas heat, extremely
low utilities 415 S 10th
Call 759-4696
29R, gas heat, no pets
753-1502 or 753-4860

HAZEL Apartments, 1st &
Center Sts, Hazel, KY is
now taking applications for
immediate
occupancy.
Call 492-8721 TDDS
1-800-247-2510 Equal 2BR, southwest area
Housing Opportunity.
$350/mo plus deposit, no
LARGE new 2br, central pets. 435-4226.
h/a, low utilities, utility 3BR house, 2 bath, large
room, appliances, no pets, family room with
gas logs
quiet. Deposit required. in fireplace, central gas
$395/mo. 753-8828.
heat, above ground pool
MURRAY
MANOR with large deck, 4 miles
APARTMENTS: Make it NW of Murray on Rob
Mayour home! Great 1 or 2br son Road. $500/mo, first
apartments with great month deposit required.
price, central h/a, laundry Call after
6pm. 502-345facilities. Office hours 2752.
8am-5pm,
Mon.-Fri. 3BR house, 5
minutes
(502)753-8668,
Equal north of Murray. 759-4826.
Housing Opportunity.
3BR, 1 bath, w/d, refrigerNICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 3- ator, range, carport, hard4br house w/washer & dry- wood floors, brick, corner
er, furnished, near MSU. lot, walking distance of
Inquire at 1210 Main St. campus, deposit required.
253-1252 before 5pm, 759-9746.
3BR, 1 bath, with applian753-0606 after 5pm.
NICE 2br duplex, applian- ces, w/d hook-up, central
h/a. $430 plus deposit, refces, gas heat, no pets.
Lease. 1819 Ridgewood. erences, no pets. 7531059.
$450/mo. 753-7457.

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853
C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units, 4th St
& Sycamore E Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair.
753-3571
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available. 753-2905 or 7537536.

1YR oid Border Collie female, spayed, no papers,
$125. 753-4522 after 6pm.
AKC Registered standard
Poodle puppies, fully guaranteed. $350. Excellent
with children.
502-436-6062.
DOG obedience classes or
private. Serving Murray 17
years. 436-2858.
390
& Supplies

997 Honda Accord Special Edition, loaded, alloy
wheels, cd player, 31,XXX
miles $17,500 Contact
492-8500.

REDUCED PRICE
Architect designed Formal living & dining rooms
Spacious family room a/fireplace, -lbr. 2 bath, high ceilings Murray Estates is a perfect combination of lifestyleand location Call 502-753-2446 or 759-1828 for appt

AUTO LOANS
Auto dealer will arrange financing even if you have
been turned down before
Loans available for no
credit, bad credit, and
bankruptcy buyers No cosigners needed
Must
have at $750 cash or
trade-in

.0-

Call the 24 hour
Automated Credit
Repair Hotline
1-800-566-2277.
GOLD 1997 Nissan Maxima
39,XXX
miles.
$17,500. 753-2070.
REAL sharp 1995 Dodge
Avenger, 51,XXX miles,
tilt, air, cruise, steering
brakes, cassette, 5-speed,
silver pearl. $7,300. 3762146 anytime.

1988 FORD van, handl
capped accessible Phone
901-247-3359

HAY, square bales S2.00,
round bales, last years
$10.00, this years $20.00.
Used Trucks
SPACIOUS unfurnished 3BR,near MSU, low in- Picked up. 753-5940 or
apartment, low utilities. come must qualify. Equal 436-5946.
1972 CHEYENE Iwb, new
Housing Opportunity.
$265 rent, $265 deposit.
brakes, new tires, mint
436-5685.
753-7953
condition. Ready to re5
MILES
east
of
Murray.
VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
ddial.Akx
store, no engine or transduplex w/garage, applian- Nice 2br, central h/a, appli- KOPPERUD Realty has mission, $1500. Call 753ces furnished, central gas ances furnished. No pets, buyers waiting to purchase 9892.
h/a, $550/mo. 1yr lease, 1 deposit required.
homes- all price ranges. If 1987 DODGE 50 pick-up,
753-8943.
mo. deposit. No pets. 753you are thinking of selling automatic, air, 96,XXX
HAZEL- 3br, central h/a.
2905.
contact one of our courte- miles. $2,300. 489-2704.
492-8526.
ous and
professional 1990 FORD 4X4 Dually,
LARGE house, Hwy 641 agents at 753-1222 or stop
excellent condition, sharp
South. No pets. 492-8120. by our office at 711 Main.
truck, $8,500 obo. 753NICE 3br, 2 bath with apPRIVATE furnished room
8612.
pliances, w/d hook-up,
for rent, all utilities paid,
1990 JEEP C,ommanche,
central h/a, on quiet street.
microwave and refrigerator
4x4, automatic, red, good
$525 plus deposit, referenincluded. Call 753-1561.
10 ACRES, 7 miles south condition, 107xxx miles,
ces, no pets. 753-1059.
on Hwy 121. Beautiful $5200. Call 474-2485.
SLEEPING
MOM.
NICE large 3br, central
building sites, $16,950. 1995 TOYOTA Tacoma,
$150/mo. Coleman RE,
h/a, with stove, refrigeraE.Terms. 753-4984.
extended cab 4x4 pick-up.
753-9898.
washer.
tor, &
dish
miles, asking
17.5 ACRES with nice 4br 32,XXX
340
$450/mo plus deposit. •
home, stock barn, tobacco $13,950 obo. After 5pm,
r4fRant
436-5374.
759-4511.
barn, spring fed creeks.
Reduced to $74,500. Easy 1996 TOYOTA Tacoma,
2 & 4BR houses, lease &
white, low miles, power
Terms. 753-9302.
deposit required.
steering, air, am/fm radio,
753-4109.
5-speed. 753-3366, 7532-3BR HOUSE, 11/2 baths,
9949.
w/d hookup, dishwasher.
1997 TOYOTA 4x2, ex14
TRACTS
OF
LAND
No pets, deposit & lease
tended cab, air, cassette
7-12
Acres
per
tract.
Proprequired, $500/mo.
erly located off of Hwy 94E player. Asking under NA753-4181 or 489-2181.
All
Sizes
Available
onto
Hwy 1551, Old Shiloh DA book. Call 753-4888
2BR, 11/2 bath, w/d hookRd, Redbud Lane & pro- 1999 CHEVY extended
up, range, refrigerator, carposed new Hwy 80. For cab Z71 (1998 body style).
port, close to MSU.
more information please Red, loaded, 5,XXX miles
$475/mo plus deposit.
view property, review post- $26,500. Call 502-527CREEKVIEW
759-4531 or 489-2405.
7980 leave message.
2BR, 2 bath, 11/2 miles Self-storage warehouses ed data, then please call:
502-441-2253.
from town 121 South. on Center Drive behind
610
$375/mo plus deposit. Shoney's. $20-$40/mo.
55+/- ACRES, Clarks Rivii:Ounpeet
759-4081.
753-4549 after 5pm.
er bottom, north of Murray.
2BR, brick house, 1652
S850/ acre. 759-1701.
1985 FULL-SIZE schoo
Ryan, 1
block from
bus converted into camp
MSU/ITT building. Central
er, good condition. $3,000
h/a, hardwood floors, reobo. 527-7980 or 527frigerator, electric range,
3-48R, 2 bath, gas heat
2833, leave message.
carport. $500/mo with one
central air, Iv, dng, den 1996 COACHMEN Catalimonths deposit/ year
w/fp, nearly 2,000sq. ft. na 30' Camping Trailer.
119 Main • 75,3-6266
lease. 753-4025.
lot. EXCELLENT Condition.
Large
corner
$116,500. 753-0810.
$11,900. 436-2225.
3BR, 2 bath, central h/a,
gas logs fireplace, large
Services Offered
lot, natural gas. 489-2922
or 753-5121.
A-1 Tree Professionals
3BR, brick, carport, 2
I is
VI
1111111 I°a"
Stump
removal,
tree
baths, 3 miles from Murspraying. Serving Murray,
***4044.,Weweill010,1Marele..,
ray, 3/4 acre, very clean.
Calloway Co. since 1980.
$65,000. 753-9711.
Free estimates. 437-3044
BY owner. Beautiful brick,
or 492-8737.
3br, 21/2 bath ranch in
Al Al A Tree Service,
Gatesborough. In ground
removal,
tree
pool, living room, family Stump
raking,
room, dining room. Ap- spraying, leaf
proximately 2500 sqft. liv- hedge trimming, landscaping area, huge garage, ing, mulch hauling & mulch
central h/a, new roof, gas spreading, gutter cleaning.
logs,
and
fireplace. Licensed & insured. Full
Auto • Home • Motorcycle • Boat
line of equipment. Free es$140,000. 753-0954.
Mobile Home • Business • Bonds
COMPLETELY remodeled timates. Tim Lamb,
436-5744,
Call Us For A Free Quote
3br, 1 bath, in Hazel. City
1-800-548-5262.
utilities, large garage.

CiMiT041 10TCHIEN CABINETS
CUSTOM 9,000MORKM403

All Typos Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

EASTSIDE

BP
STORAGE

see

Drop by and

our showroom

409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Berincl Bunny Broad
73 Sa40
C.

A\MIL•••••11101g".&.- "Ad'

•

Tony Henderson
Plumbing
Residential and Commercial
New Construction & Repair
Phone:(502) 437-4545
P.O. Box 169
Pager: (502) 742-1039
Hardin, KY 42048
licensed & Insured

Now is .\ Great Time to Build
11 you ale loolonl: 14)1 quality \ye %cant II he otii
building conimckir. t11111 hilleprints & %pccifications
ae can giye you a coniraci price betore ‘ke mart. It
you are undecided yye %% ink on a cost plus hasp,.
We comply cv ii Ii all the 'icy% city budding ccrdes.
We also spec:Lame in construction or lake homes,
laige or small

!Bruce green
Bailing Contractor, Inc

,
8343
(502)753

Auto Loans
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned down
before. Loans available

for 1st time buyers, bad

40141.1tp
--

credit, repo's or bankruptcy.

641 Storage
753-5585

Ada.

litarNer

Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or (800) 874-0256

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
Mayfield
Kentucky

247-9300
1-800-874-0256

U.S. Highway
45 South

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

-ii,
4 br., 2 bath, brick home in
South Marshall community.
$65,000. 437-4253 or 527-7312.

&KINNEYINSURANCESERVICES
104 N. 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071
753-3500
Tracy D. McKinney, CIC, LUTCF Ashley J. Ross
Large enough to handle your Insurance
needs, small enough to care.

- 27
L;JR0L4 1
Cd__452L4GDV
For professional management of your
rental property, call

David H. Miller Realty,
1300 Johnson Boulevard,
Office Phone: 502-767-0102,
Residence Phone 502-753-4573
David H. Miller, Owner/Broker

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

502-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Priced in $30's. 759-4826.
NICE brick home, 2br, 2
bath, family room and dining room, attached garage,
all on large lot. 489-2219,
leave message.
built,
front
QUALITY
porch, deck, cathedral ceiling, 2br, 2 bath, low utilities. 352 West Grove Drive,
Lynwood Heights Subdivision. 759-2571, 559-2031.

ADAM'S HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
Remodeling, Repairs No
Job Too Small. 10% Discount thru 1/31/99
492-6267
AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, junk clean-up,
cleaning out sheds, tree
work. 436-2867

ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish.
UdedCars
18Yrs experience.
New Construction • Re1985 CHEVY Celebrity
modeling. Repairs• Cusexcellent running condi
tom Cabinets. Concrete
tion $800 Call 759-9577
Work. AGC Certified.
1991 FORD Escort wagon
435-4272.
$1,400. 753-9585
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur1992 CAMARO RS +, Fl,
V6. $5,500 obo 759-4429. niture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056.
1994 CHEVY Cavalier, auto, air. AM/FM cassette,
APPLIANCE REPAIR
90,XXX miles, 2dr. 64200.
PROFESSIONAL
767-0734.
DEPENDABLE.
1996 FORD T-Bird LX,
502-767-9552.
3.814 V6, loaded, excellent
APPLIANCE REPAIR
condition, $12,500. Call All brands, Kenmore 30+
753-4519.
years experience BOBBY
1996 FORD T-Bird, deep HOPPER, 436-5848
blue metallic, blue interior,
BACKHOE SERVICE
3.8L V-6, p/w. p/I, tilt,
cruise, air, ariVfm cassette, ROY HILL Septic system,
new tires, class III. Draw- drive-ways, hauling, fountite hitch w/ball mount, dations. etc 436-2113
70,XXX miles. Have all BASEMENTS & Homes
maintenance
receipts. Sub & General contractMust see and dnve to ap- ing Insulated concrete
preciate $12,500 502- forms (R32) StyroCrete
builders. 502-436-2007
753-4519 before 10pm

Fis

•
so.
, dm.

womellidc}c
"Paul Lamb"

502-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Full Line ot
Tree Trimming
Equipment
Stump Removal
Free Estimate'
Hedge Tnmming
Licensed & Insured - 24 Hr. Service

Toyota of Murray
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
Web Site With 84 Used
Vehicles Listed ill k II
www.automobilesonline.com
Click here
to view a listing of
our inventory

F

'100
Online Cub Rebate.
DWAIN
TAYLOR
t•rde/
OF MURRAY ICY

502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262
LICENSED & INSURED
Tree Trim
Cleanup
Full Line of
Equipment':
"Quality

•••-••
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Train journey recalls story

°Wed

AU In One
Construction
Call 469-2842
BOBS PLUMBING SERV
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134
492-8584
BUSHHOGGING Jonesy
437-4030
CARPET cleaned by Cen
Techs Murray Carpet &
Upholstery Cleaning
7534300 anytime
CARPET Cleaning
Emergency Water Removal Free Estimates, Satisfied
References
Call
Let's TODAY... 753-5827.
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home boats. RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113
CHIM
Chim
Chimney
Sweep Chimney cleaning
services 100* senior citizen
discount Contact
Tracy Manning, 435-4006
CLEANING SERVICE
P or real estate, RENTALS
& new construction Also
painting & repair
759-0484

CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, fencing, garages,
carports, hardwood floors
753-7860
CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Shofar
DAVID'S Cleaning Services 'Cleaning' vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways.
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders
Insured, Completely Mobile Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108
E&E Interior/
Exterior
Painting. 474-2046
ELECTRICAL
New construction, remodeling, or just replacing a
switch. Licensed & Insured. Off. 753-0834
Hm. 759-9835.
FENCING
Midway Fence Company
Chain link, & custom wood
pnvacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
pnces Dickie Farley
759-1519.
GOT a hard or dirty lob
that needs to be done'?
Call D.B. Lawns, Etc.
Yard & buildings upkeep
767-0768
HANDYWORK/ odd Jobs
wanted. No lob too small.
Ph. 753-2388 or 436-5759.

COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages. decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding LAMB Bros. Dozing and
20 rs experience
Backhoe. Mark Lamb,
753-5592
436-6266.

L&J HOME BUILDERS
General Contractors
New construction Remodling. Electncal, vinyl siding,
porches, decks, plumbing
repair

"The Tortoise and the Hare" is
one of my favorite stories. As a
former coach and now executive
director of the YMCA, I value
the lessons of diligence and stickHome 753-0353
to—it—tiveness that it teaches. It's
Office 753-9372
the difference between an airplane
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country and a train. Something I also know
or local. Licensed & Insur- about.
I have just returned from my
ed. Luke Lamb
holiday vacation. It was a trip to
502-436-5950.
M.S. CONSTRUCTION
remember. My family and I took
Specializing in roofing & the train from Carbondale, Ill., to
remodels. Free estimates,
Seattle. Wash., to spend the holiAll work guarantee&
days
with my side of the family.
489-6125
It was our first real train trip and
No job too small!
here's what's observed.
PLUMBING
Initially we chose the train
Repairs, fast service
436-5255
because of cost. With ...any form
SUREWAY Tree & Stump of travel is expensive, but the train
Removal Insured with full was a bit less. .As avid Agatha
line of equipment Free esChristie mystery readers, the
timates Day or night,
romance of rail travel drew us as
753-5484
well.
WALTERS Contracting
After purchasing the tickets we
Free estimates Guaranteed Quality Work Li- found our anticipation grew and
censed & Insured. Over 20 grew. Sure, flying is fun, but we
years expenence Roofing, began to think of all the sights
additions, vinyl siding, we'd see.
decks, remodeling Call
Traveling 500 miles per hour
753-2592
at
30.000
feet over mountain ranges
WOOD SATE LUTE
different
is
than maneuvermuch
SALES
ing through peaks and over ridges
Authorized dealer for 18.
at 30 miles per hour. Was that a
inch Digital Satellite &
dog or a coyote we just passed?
Dish
Network Mon-Fri 1-5 30.
From a plane, you wouldn't see
753-0530
any wildlife.
Nearing the end of our jourWailed
ney to Seattle, we traveled through
the longest tunnel in the Western
WANTED Hunting land to Hemisphere. Nearly eight miles
in
lease 436-2463
length, it is chiseled underneath
the Cascade mountains and took
over 15 minutes to get through.
Forty--five minutes later, the train
traced along the shore of the Puget
Sound...only a few feet of sand
between us and the water.

Only 10 released early
under new state law

• •,

LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) — A
new law that could place some
non-vfolent inmates in halfway
houses or home incarceration has
only led to the release of 10
inmates since it took effect in July.
Some backers said the provision would help reduce Kentucky's
exploding prison population. But
some people familiar with the
state's 15.000-inmate penal system
say the program has had little
effect, because of the sluggishness
and excessive caution of the Corrections Department.
The Corrections Department
insists, however, that it has acted
responsibly and has •fully carried
out the new law, which was supported by Gov. Paul Patton.
The "pre-release probation" program was part of a huge crime
bill, and it generated almost no
debate when the legislature passed
the package last year.
Some people accuse the department of-arbitrarily excluding too
many inmates from consideration
and failing to educate judges about
their new power to start a review
of someone they sentenced a few
years earlier.
"I'm disappointed that so few
people have been released," said
Public Advocate Ernie Lewis. the
state's top public defender.
Lewis noted that state prisons
are so overwhelmed by the burgeoning inmate population that
county jails and halfway houses
now hold one out of four felons.
Prison officials defended their
decision to effectively deny prerelease probation to any inmate
who has committed a "major violation" of prison rules — though
such infractions include failing to
make one's bed and breaking into
a line.
Such violations are considered
major because they can disrupt
sanitation and cause fights, said
department spokesman Michael
Bradley.
The department has sent letters
explaining the new program to
judges and prosecutors. Bradley
said. "We really have made [an
effort to get the word out and let
people know."
Lewis, the chief public defender, said pre-release probation "fits
logically" into provisions in the
1998 crime bill, which aimed to
conserve scarce prison cells for
violent criminals.
The provisions accomplish that
by meting out alternative sentences.
probation and home incarceration
to non-violent felons.
However. the legislator who
inserted the provision on pre-release
probation into the governor's crime
bill said he wasn't trying to reduce
prison crowding.
State Rep. Frank Rasche. DPaducah. said his intention was
narrower than that: He wanted to

allow felons who were already
regarded as trustworthy enough to
be placed in halfway houses to
participate in "work-release programs," in which they would work
for private employers.
After a scandal over corporate
use of convict labor in the late
1800s, the framers of the 1891
Kentucky Constitution prohibited
prisoners who are under the supervision of the Corrections Department from working directly for a
private employer. Rasche said he studied the constitutional language after a l'Iducah.minister expressed frustration
over being barred from arranging
a job for a halfway-house resident he was trying to help rehabilitate.
Rasche said he thought the
answer was simply to ensure that
such inmates would be,at least technically. no longer under the department's jurisdiction.
"The intent was to more fully
enable them to integrate back into
society," he said.
Bradley said the department
could not say this week how many
applicants are being held in prisons, jails and halfway houses
because a staff member who compiles that data is on maternity
leave.
- Nor could it be determined how
many felons have applied to judges
for pre-release probation since the
law took effect in July.
But the judges have asked the
department to review the applications of 265 felons so far. Bradley
said. Of those. 41 are still under
review.
The department has rejected
nearly 80 percent of the 224 applicants for whom reviews have been
completed, Bradley 'said. It has
found 46 inmates to be eligible,
and 178 to be ineligible, he said.
Of the 46 ruled eligible, 10
had been released as of Monday.
Anonymous letters sent last
month to Patton and the news
media claimed that many circuit
judges outside of Jefferson County have refused to consider any
applications for pre-release probation.
Of the 10 prisoners released,
two were from Jefferson County.
Bradley said. The others were geographically dispersed — one each
from Adair. Caldwell, Calloway,
Campbell. Kenton. Marshall, Warren and Whitley counties. •
Bradley said the department's
proposed regulation allows the
department, in deciding whether
to recommend someone for prerelease probation, to use its standard "classification methods" for
assessing what risk an inmate poses
if placed in less restrictive environments. Officials look at, among
other things. a person's criminal
history, psychological profile. and
prison record.

eall 753-1916 text. 21
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is doing in Murray today, the path
will be much easier for those that
follow. With over 2,227 other
YMCA examples around the counDe.4.4 E4ce4.4ue04 try, we are able to look at the
minute details that need to go into
a facility.
We know the trends (the YMCA
even serve meals anymore'? Well, of USA does an elaborate
statishow about having pancakes or tical survey each year), we have
eggs and sausage for breakfast, the training (the YMCA
offers
chicken salad with raspberry vine- training for staff in just about any
grette for lunch, steak or salmon field _ aquatics, computers,
manfor dinner...all cooked to order?_ agemenkt fitness, etc.), we
know
All this for less than the price of the area 1we .all live,
shop, go to
flying.
church and recreate in Murray).
Slow? Sure, slow enough to
Nobody can do what the YMCA
meet new people, get to know does, like the
YMCA does. Our
your service attendants, stop the programs and
facilities across the
hussle of _the 1990's, , smell the country attest
to that. We're not
roses - or snow in our case!
flying high over everyone's heads.
Once back in Chicago, we We're down
to earth. Like the
learned how the tortoise overcame train, the
YMCA is reasonably
the hare. Gripped by the worst priced (and
most everything is
winter storm in some time, Chica- included
at no extra charge).
go's venerable O'Hare airport was
We have and will always offer
closed down. Taxis were barely scholarships
to people and famirunning and God brought the Windy lies in
financial need. We have
City to a standstill. Except, that and will always
offer positive famis, for the train.
ily oriented programming. We have
Transferring from Amtrak's and will
always work to further
Empire Builder to Amtrak's City the community.
In short, we build
of New Orleans took a couple strong kids,
strong families, strong
hours longer than normal, but it communities.
left the station in Chicago, the
I've traveled many times by
only method of mass transit avail- air, only once by
train. I can't
able in the stalled Winter storm. remember any of the
people or
I liken the Murray Family places from flights, but I
will always
YMCA to the (rain. Steadfast and remember the people
and places
deliberate. On a course which may from my Amtrak trek.
Similarly,
be a bit slow, but dependable. As our full-facility YMCA will
be a
we traveled from Chicago to Car- place to make fun family memobondale. our train was plowing ries.
the tracks. Others that followed
Next time you see a train, think
had a much easier path because of the YMCA and the tortoise.
of our lead.
The journey exemplified by charOur full-facility YMCA is on acter, experience and patience. Train
track. Because of what the YMCA sides are fun. Get aboard.

1(me,4
Catching a plane is convenient
and fast paced: from Internet ticket sales, to skycab luggage handling, to express line check—in,
to the pat and rushed safety speech
before take-off, to counting down
the minutes until you reach your
destination; it's the 1990s exemplified.
The train, on the other hand,
is not as convenient or fast-paced.
Getting to the train depot at 2:30
am. was an experience. But,added
to the adventure, next time it may
not seem so romantic!
Fast—paced? For the two days
out to Seattle and the two days
back, I hardly glanced at my watch.
Time seemed to stop. The moon
put us to sleep, and the sun woke
us up. Minutes ran into hours, and
hours into days. With no TV or
computers, we read books, played
charades & cards, listened to
"Adventures in Odyssy" audie tapes
and viewed the spectacular handiwork of creation.
Do you remember the name of
your last airline attendant? Our
train Porter was Bonnie going out,
Eugene returning. Brian served us
meals and called our little Emma,
"Princess." Lewis, the chief of onboard staff, gave out candy canes
and "Batman," the conductor from
Chicago to Carbondale truly helped
us out in our seating arrangements.
Service was very customer oriented.
Back to meals. Do the airlines

cade:444.

lodez

Study: Women deliberately use croofies'
DALLAS (Al') — Nearly 6
percent of a group of sexually
active y oung.women say they deliberately take the drug Rohypnol,
despite warnings that it can make
thern.vulnerable to rape. researchers
Ruhypnol is known as a "date
rape drug" because of cases in
which women were assaulted after
someone slipped it into their drink.
Users have likened one tablet to
drinking 12 beers.
Researchers at the University
of Texas questioned ..904 women
ages 14 lo 76 k‘hii i•ited a Galve-

ston family planning clinic, and
found that 5.9 percent — or 53
— said they had taken flunitrazepam, the scientific name for
Rohypnol, at least once. Six reported taking it more than 20 times.
The study was reported Tuesday in the journal Pediatrics.
• The researchers,and other experts
said they suspect women try the
drug because it is cheap, produces
a drunken-like high and heightens
the effects of other narcotics.
"The media has been very clear
about the dangers of this drug and
yet teen-age girls, particularly the

Magazine editor sues
Manson,bodyguards
NEW YORK (AP)-- The executive editor of Spin magazine has
filed a $24 million lawsuit charging that two bodyguards for shock
rocker Marilyn Manson beat him
after the cross-dressing star threatened
Craig Marks, 37. said he was
slammed against a wall and choked
in a dressing room backstage at
Manhattan's Hammerstein Ballroom
following Manson's Nov. 23 heavy
metal rock performance there.
Just before the assault. Manson, whose real name is Brian Warner, warned that "he could kill Marks,
his whole family, and everyone
he knew," according to papers
Marks filed kitInday in Manhattan's State Supreme Court.
After the bodyguards released
him, Manson told Marks. "That's
what you get when you disrespect
me." the court papers say.
Manson'S lawyer. Paul Cambria. denied that ,attack happened.
"Our' investigations show all of
these accusations to be totally
groundless," he said."The witnesses
sharply dispute Mr.. Marks' account

This program allows young men
and women to4enlist in the Navy
up to one year before their entrance
onto active duty as an enlisted
person serving their country.
It carries numerous benefits
including advanced education, full
time employment, and 30 days
paid vacation each year. _
•
As a 1999. graduate-rf Murray
High School, Seaman Recruit
Young will leave on June 28, 1999
for basic training (bootcamp) at
the Great Lakes Naval Training
Center in North Chicago. III. Following hootc.arrip, Young will begin
training as a U.S. Navy Yeoman.

perceived as Rohypnol," he said.
Rohypnol is illegal in the United States but prescribed in Mexico and dozens of other countries
for severe sleep disorders. In Mexican border towns, a tablet can
sell for less than $1, meaning
young people in Texas can get
Rohypnol cheaply.
Law enforcement agencies
seized 194 pills in Texas in 1992.
and 41.600 in 1995.

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

in the day. Tonight: Out and about.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Let others express their
enthusiasm for your ideas.Through
their demonstrative behavior, you
learn a lot about where they come
from. Careful with food and diet
right now;avoid any radical dietary
swings. Make an appointment for a
check up. Tonight: Indulge.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Assume a low profile. Finish
an important project and clear your
desk. Soon you will be spunky and
raring to go. You might feel that
someone is tossing a lot of work on
your desk. Establishing limits could
be instrumental. Tonight: Put on
your dancing shoes.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
#*** Allow greater creativity in
your work. You can find ways to be
efficient yet do an excellentjob on a
project. Co-workers appreciate your
humorand lightness.However,what
is simply flirtatious on your part
could be read as much more. Tonight: Take a night off.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You lead others naturally,
though someone could be distracting.Deal with personal matters first,
if that enhances your work performance. You have a lot to do. Make
time for an important meeting later
in the day when you feel more social.
Tonight: Where your friends are.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Complete behind-the scenes work and research. You will
want to take some strong actions
later in the day. Getting your homework done is important. Much information comes across your desk. You
will have a lot to sort through. Tonight: Burn the candle at both ends.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Remain in touch with personal expectations. You might be
pushing yourself too hard or dissipating your energy. Remember, you
alone are responsible foryour choices.
Investigate news and information.
You might want to attend a seminar.
Tonight: Reach out for a friend.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** You tend to become scattered when a lot is going on. Listen
carefully to someone who really cares
about you. Feedback could be overwhelming at first,but is worthwhile.
Make time for a friend. Brainstorm,
talk and enjoy getting together. Tonight: Dinner out.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday,
Jan. 7, 1999:
Listen to your higher mind; it will
direct you. Because of your willingness to learn,you entera new growth
, of what happened."
phase. Understanding and empathy
Marks suggested that the attack merge. Others often seek you out for
stemmed from his magazine's deci- solutions. Money needs to be handled
sion to drop its tentative plan to with even more responsibility than
feature Manson on Spin's January usual; it will tend to slip through
your fingers. If you are single, ro1999 cover.
Marks filed a complaint with mance comes, in and out. Decide
police. Police and Marks' lawyer, what to do about a special relationEdward Davis, said the complaint ship. If attached, you will want to
is under investigation and no one travel more and enrich your life together. Discuss a greater commithas been arrested.
ment. At times, this tie could feel
Manson is on tour this month heavy.
VIRGO opens doors for you.
in Japan, New Zealand and Australia. his website says. The web- The Stars Show the Kind of Day
site also contains a statement that You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive;
accuses Spin of bad faith and says 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
the magazine does not respect
musicians and their fans. It does ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You awaken to a plethora of
not refer to the alleged assault.
Marks' lawsuit names Manson, opportunities, with the energy to
his record companies — Inter- pursue them. You can clear out an
scope Records Inc. and Nothing abundance of work if you don't get
Records Ltd.; and the as yet uniden- caught up in your thoughts. News
from a friend tops the day like the
tified agency that hired the two
cherry on an ice cream sundae! Tobodyguards. The lawsuit asks SI night: Go off and celebrate.
million in compensatory damages TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
and $5 million punitive damages ***** Others are impressed by
from each defendant.
your creative ideas and touched by
Spokespeople for the record -your unusual thoughtfulness. Let
companies refused to comment on humor play a larger role in your dayto-day life. An important meeting
the suit.
could send career and/or personal
decisions in a new direction. Tonight: Get a good night's sleep.
GEMINI May 21-June 20)
**** You're scattered or disDuring his schooling, Young will tracted, but must use your ability to
receive 13 weeks of specialized prioritize. Much is on your plate.
Listen carefully to someone's feedtraining.
United States Navy Yeoman's back, but call your own shots. Look
perform secretarial and clerical to the future, not the past. Let your
creativity surge. Tonight: Stay late
work. They deal with visitors, tele- at work to get things
done.
phone calls and incoming mail. CANCER (June 21-July 22)
YN's organize files and operate ***** Determination helps you
duplicating equipment. and they sort through a lot of information.
order and distribute supplies. They Calls hold important messages. You
write and type business and social need to schedule a trip or an imporletters, notices.. directives, fams tant seminar. Allow yourself the
and reports. They maintain files chance to see other ways. A partner
has a dreamy idea. Can you work it
and service records.
For more information about out and make it a reality? Tonight:
Navy job opportunities. the Navy Happy at home.
College Fund or the guaranteed LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Financial wheeling and dealS15.400 Montgomery GI. Bill, con- ing
might be necessary. A partner
tact your local Navy representa- has very extravagant ideas.
Put a
tive in Paducah,-STG2 Alias D. Mix halt to spending if need be. As well BORN TODAY
at 502-443-NAVY (6289) or visit intended as someone might be, prac- Novelist-screenwriter William Peter Blatty(1928),actor Nicolas Cage
Wide
World
Web
at tical money matters aren't his forte.
the
(1964),singer Kenny Logging(1948)
www.navystlouis.com.
Discussions prove more fruitful later
•• *

SERVICE NEWS
Geoffrey O. Young. son ot Athea.
Webb of Murray. recently enlisted as a Yeoman in the United
States Navy under the Delayed
Entry Program.

ones we studied, when they party
and someone offers them something. they accept." Dr. Vaughn
Rickert said. "They are really leaving themselves open for assault."
Dr. Ron Charles, a professor at
the University of Micas Southwestern Medical Center at Dallas,
questioned the survey's accuracy.
"I doubt that many people actually know what Rohypnol is. There
are, many street drugs that can be
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DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
•
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is there anything
I can do to avoid getting Alzheimer's
disease? My grandmother died of it
and I'm scared silly.
DEAR READER: There really isn't
any proven way to avoid Alzheimer's
disease, although some reports have
indicated that estrogen therapy in
women and vitamin E supplements
(in both sexes) may exert a protective
effect. Recently, Dr. Robert Friedland,
associate professor of neurology at
the Case Western Reserve University
School of Medicine in Cleveland, performed a study showing that exercise
throughout life may protect some
patients against this dreaded affliction. The investigators showed that
jogging, biking, golf, weight training,
ice skating, tennis, swimming and racDr.
quetball were beneficial
Friedland hypothesized that regular
exercise "enhances the metabolic
activity of nerve cells in the appropriate brain regions." Although these
findings must be confirmed in a larger
study, they are intriguing. Of course,
regular exercise is known to benefit
all of the major organ systems in the
body; if the Alzheimer's link is also
proven. so much the better
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Alzheimer's Disease." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $2 plus a long self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.O Box 2017,
Murray Hill Station, New York, NY
10156. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am a 21-yearold woman with an embarrassing
problem. I have a pilonidal cyst that
keeps getting infected. Although my
doctor prescribes antibiotics when
necessary, my symptoms are recurring more frequently, usually about
four times a month I have a small
hole near my tailbone, which drains
thick pus and causes pain. My doctor
says that in her experience, surgery is
the only cure. However, the surgeon
she referred me to told me that the
incision would be about three inches
long and would extend more than an
inch deep. Should I get a second opinion?
DEAR READER: Don't waste your
time and money. Have the surgery.
Pilonidal cysts are congenital malformations of the skin over the lower
spine, which failed to fuse during
embryonic development, leaving you
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with an open hole in the area of the
coccyx. Bacteria readily enter this
defect and set up infection that is
chronic. The only sure cure is an
operation to remove the infected
material, which lies deep in the tissues, and close the hole. While the
prospect of surgery is understandably
daunting, the procedure is curative
and will permanently relieve your
symptoms. Yes, you could see another
surgeon, but 1 believe that his conclusions would be identical to those of
your present physician and her consultant.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is there anything
I can take to treat premature ejaculation? I'm only 22 and nothing has
helped, even behavioral therapy.
DEAR READER: An article in the
Journal of Urology (Vol. 159, 1998)
showed that the use of the prescription antidepressant Anafranil was an
effective remedy for premature ejaculation. Ask your doctor to consider
prescribing this drug.
4) 1999 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

Announcing
the 1999
!be perfect
oppoitunth
for 4th. ith
and oth
grade
students
to demonstr,i
their artistk talents and win prizes
iii luding 1!.5 Sayings Bonds and
a trip to Washington. D.L. The
rosiest deadline is February 5, 1999.
For a copy of the contest rules contact
your schiuil or write:
National Student Poster Contest
Savings Bonds Marketing Office
Room 309
Department of the Treasury
Washington, D.C. 2022()

STUDENT POSTER
CONTEST

LOOKING BACK

up call for many children of
older adults. The obvious lesson
to be learned is the importance
of hiring through a reputable
agency. When selecting and
evaluating a respite-care service, help is available from the
local Alzheimer's Association.
In its "Respite Care Guide: How
to Find What's Right for You,"
the association suggests that a
prospective caregiver be asked
the following questions:
— "What is your training?"
— "Why are you interested in
this job?"
— "What are your past/current home-care experiences?"
— "Have you ever worked
with someone with dementia?"
— "When/how often are you
available? Do you have backup
if you're unable to come?"
— "Are you bonded?"
— "Who can I talk to at your
agency if I have a concern?"
— "Tell me about yourself ...
your interests? Hobbies?"
— "Why did you leave your
past job?"
— "Do you have any
references?"
Do not settle on someone
who doesn't make you feel comfortable. Interview several
helpers, if necessary, to find the
right person for your particular
situation.
To purchase the "Respite
Care Guide," call the Alzheimer's Association's toll-free
number (800) 272-3900. The cost
is $1.75 per booklet. The guide
can also be purchased at
local Alzheimer's Association
chapters.
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East's ten forcing South's king.
Declarer's only hope now was to
find a 3-3 heart division,so he next
led the six ofhearts,on which West
played the five, dummy the four,
and East the nine.
East returned a club,declarer's
nine losing to the jack, and West
continued the suit to South's ace.
With fingers crossed, South now
tried the queen of hearts, West
producing the king and East the
ace. With West unable to cash his
good club, declarer was then able
to score his ninth trick with
dummy's eight of hearts.
However, South would have
gone down, despite the 3-3 heart
break, had East paid more attention to the play. He did not have to
be a genius to realize that when
declarer led the heart six at trick
four, West became marked with
the king of hearts. Had South held
the K-6, he surely would have arranged to lead a heartfrom dummy
rather than from his own hand.
East therefore should have won
the six with the ace instead of the
nine. This would have enabled the
defense to score two club tricks
instead of one.
There is no doubt that many
defenders, given the option of taking the second heart with the nine
or the ace, would mechanically win
with the nine. But in the given
circumstances, a more thoughtful
defender would see the wisdom of
winning the trick with the ace, r

A mind is a terrible thing to
waste, and the aptness of this expression is often exemplified by
what occurs at the bridge table.
Consider the present deal
played in a pair championship.
West led a spade, and declarer
realized at once that his only chance
to bring the contract home was to
develop a heart trick.
He therefore won the firstspade
with dummy's queen and led a
heart to the ten at trick two, hoping to force the ace or king. But
4o the jack,
when the ten
South's chance' scoring a ninth
trick were greatl reduced.
°morrow: Two for the price of one. -
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THESE ARE SUBMARINES
PATROLLING THE

ENENW SNORE..

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Jan (),
the sixth day of 1,999. There ate
359 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 6, 1412. according to
tradition, Joan of Arc was born
in Domremy.
On this date:
In 1540, England's King 'Henry
VIII married his fourth wife, Anne
of Cleves. (The marriage lasted
about six months.)
In 1759, George Washington
and Martha Dandridge Custis were
married.
In 1838. Samuel Morse first
publicly demonstrated his telegraph.
in Morristown, N.J.
In 1912, New Mexico became
the 47th state.
In 1919. the 26th president of
the United States, Theodore Roosevelt, died in Oyster Bay, N.Y..
at age 60.
Five years ago: Figure skater
Nancy Kerrigan was clubbed on
the right leg by an assailant at
Cobo Arena in Detroit. Four men,
including Jeff Gillooly, the ex-husband of Kerrigan's rival, Tonya
Harding, were later sentenced to
prison. Harding, who denied
advance knowledge, received probation after pleading guilty to conspiracy to hinder prosecutiOn.
One year ago: In a bid to
expand health insurance, President
Clinton unveiled a proposal to
offer Medicare coverage to hundreds of thousands of uninsured
Americans between the ages of 55
to 64.
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11 Buzzing
insect
16 Ireland
18 Love god
20 Send forth
22 Musical
instruments
23 Lacking
action
24 Smooths
26 David sculptor
27 Designer
Head
28 Author Joyce
Carol —
31 Street sign
34 ABC a m
show
36 Moved about
furtively
39 Mark left by
wound
41 Western
marsh plant
43 Slays
46 Disturbance
48 Lubricate
49 Cry of sheep
50 H S course
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53 The Lion
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57 A cont
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1 —Amin
2 Prehistoric
bird
3 Knicks
center
4 Briefest
5 Rough lava
6 — de sac
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TODAY IN HISTORY

West then shifted to a low club,

East dealer.

SOUTH

DAILY COMICS

to Mr. and Mrs. Donny Buchanan,
Ten years ago
Dec. 25: a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
The Honors English IV Class
of Calloway County High School, Charlie L. Burkeen and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie McKee!, Dec.
taught by Lynda Coleman. has
27; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Noble
published a second volume of
K. Brown, Dec. 29; a boy to Mr.
"Recollections." The book was dedicated to Mrs. Coleman's parents, and Mrs.! William Filbeck. Dec.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lee Kelso, .31.
Forty years ago
and to all parents of Calloway
In the Jan. 5 issue it should
High
students.
County
A feature story and picture about have read that Teresa Gail Cunningham was the first baby born
Katherine Ray and her collection
in
1959.
story
The
were
dolls
published.
of
The Calloway County Fiscal
and photos were by Staff Writer
Court this morning approved the
Dan Loudy.
girl
a
action of the Calloway County
include
reported
Births
School Board in regard to the conto Lisa and Randall Darnell and
a boy to Gail and Gary Mullins, struction of a consolidated high
school. The county will sell the
Dec. 29.
Twenty years ago
bonds, $350,000 worth, then in
Published is a picture of Ken- turn the system will rent the buildneth Owen and Murray Mayor
ing for enough time to retire the
Melvin Henley breaking the first
bonds in the period required. At
ground for the new professional
the end of the period the school
office building in the old location
will be turned back to the sysof Houston-McDevitt Clinic. Owen
tem. This procedure is necessary
- and Terry Compton are owners of
because the county is the one
the building.
which must sell the bonds.
Births reported include a girl
Fifty years ago
to Mr. and Mrs. George Locker
The fire alarm at Murray City
II, Dec. 1; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Hall blew for several minutes the
Larry A. Wyatt, Dec. 7; a boy to
night of Jan. 4 to welcome the
Ross and Nancy Meloan, Dec. 16;
Murray State College Football Team
a girl to Dr. and Mrs. William P.
back from Orlando, Fla., alter their
Mullins Jr., Dec. 18; a boy to Mr. 21 to 21 tie at the Tangerine Bowl.
and Mrs. Emmit Harlin, Dec. 24. The fire engine met the team at
Thirty years ago
Triangle Inn as they were coming
Snow and sleet fell early this
in from the south and led an
morning to make the roads and
entourage of about 40 cars and
highways in the area very slick.
the bus to the downtown area and
Calloway County Schools and Ezell
on to the college for a welcome
Beauty School canceled classes.
by a large crowd of students.
Births reported include a girl

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Both sides vulnerable.
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DEAR ABBY: You hear so much
about caregivers abusing children
in the home, but the same thing can
happen to the elderly when you rely
on home care. My mother and stepfather had live-in care until he
passed away My sister and I were
left with full responsibility for Mom,
who is 95 and has Alzheimer's disease. We debated putting her in a
nursing home, but decided she'd be
better off in familiar surroundings,
so we kept her at home with "Ingo,"
a live-in caregiver who had been
recommended by a previous live-in.
We visited Mom often, usually the
two of us together.
Mom can barely walk with a
walker, so we don't try to take her
out anymore. Imagine our shock
when the police called one night,
saying they had Mom at the police
station. Inga had been arrested for
shoplifting. After being put into a
squad car, she told police she had
left Mother in a car in the parking
lot. However, she refused to tell
them who my mother was! Miraculously, Mom remembered her
address, but not her name. The
police went to her home, found
someone in the house (to this day
we don't know who), and located my
phone number.
We had questioned Inga about
missing items at the house. Food
disappeared unusually fast and so
did detergent. Phone bills and utilities were also higher than usual.
We don't know how many times
Mom had been left alone in the car
during Ingo's shoplifting sprees.
Because of her poor memory, Mom
couldn't tell us. When we cleaned
out Inga's closet, we found many
stolen items. Later, neighbors told
us they had seen strange people
coming and going out the back door.
We suspect they had been sleeping
in the attic or the basement.
We now have another live-in who
seems trustworthy, but my sister
and I drive by the house occasionally at night, talk to Mom's neighbors,
and vary the days and hours we
visit. No one in this situation should
have a set routine. Relatives should
drop in unexpectedly and keep their
eyes open. If something doesn't
seem right, it probably isn't.
STILL IN SHOCK IN ILLINOI
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USDA settles historic lawsuit with farmers
rt.r

ALBANY, Ga.(AP) — Charles
Harris sows but he does not always
reap.
For the last 16 years he has
toiled in his fields of cotton. and
soybeans, concerned about weather, weeds, pests and low prices.
At 53. he said he has developed
an irregular heartbeat that doctors
attribute to worry. and he filed
tor bankruptcy last year.
Harris was able to plant his
199S crop only 'after the neighbors he rents the land from postponed collecting his bills.
He said not all his colleagues
live so close to the. edge.
-White farmers who started
when I did are well off. They've
done well," Harris said. "They
went through the same steps as
me and a lot of them wondered

why I wasn't progressing. I know
how to farm "
he government announced
Tuesday that Harris and hundreds
of other black farmers who say
federal officials unfairly dented
them loans and subsidies because
of their race will 'share $375 million.
The settlement ends a discrimination lawsuit filed in 1997 and
scheduled to go to trial next month.
Under the deal, as many as
3.000 farmers would get tax-free
payments of 5500/0 each, and
their government debts would be
forgiven. The average debt for farmers involved in the lawsuit is
S75.000 to $100.000.
"We are here to announce a
historic agreement for both the
1 believe — for
USDA and
our country." Agriculture Secre-

Loy Dan (Martian said at a news eration larmer from Paso, about 200
miles south of Atlanta. "It's not
conference.
"It is an agreement that will close going to solve our problems."
a painful chapter in USDA's hisHead said his award will baretory and open a more construcpay off a $42,000 lien on his
ly
tive front in our efforts to see this
land
and buy seed and supplies
department emerge as the federal
year.
And he said discrimination
this
leader
in
the
21st
cencivil rights
has already caused many young
tury." he Said.
A federal judge in Washington rural blacks to give up on farmgave preliminary approval to the ing.
deal Tuesday and final approval
"It has devastated me in my
is expected in March.
career and also the younger genThe lawsuit covers claims front eration like my son," said Head,
1983 — the year the Reagan 44. "He does not want to farm
administration disbanded the depart
now, so it means there won't be
inent's office of civil rights — to anyone to carry on the legacy."
1997, the year after the office was
Head, a business school gradrestored.
"I am happy to see this come uate who grows tobacco and vegto a conclusion, but I am not etables on 150 acres, said his sithappy about the way it conclud- uation i typical among black farmed." said Willie Head, a third-gen- ers, many of whom have been

-farming with the tips of our lin
gernails."
Some plaintiffs, hoping for a
larger settlement, wanted the case
to go to trial, but didn't because
they feared the Agriculture Department would appeal and idelay the
case for years, Head said.
Others, who are near independent
settlements with the Agriculture
Department or who have documented cases of discrimination,
can opt out and have their cases
settled by an arbitrator.
President Clinton called the settlement an important step in "ongoing efforts to rid the Agriculture
Department
of discriminatory

behavior and redress any harm
that has been caused by past discrimination against African-American family farmers."
But Head said the damage has
been done. Black farmers shouldn't count on government help in
the future, he said. Head founded
a cooperative of black vegetable
growers in 1995 and is considering starting a black farmer-owned
credit union.
"We don't want to be dependent on anybody," he said. "We
don't want our children to be
dependent on anybody. We're going
to have to form our own markets
so people will buy from' us."

Mother's death still ruled homicide
LARAMIE,Wyo.(AP)— Police
have found no link between Cindy
Iii son's apparent death from
hy pothermia and her son's pending trial for the murder of Matthew
Nhepard.

However, authorities are still
insestigating the woman's death
,is a homicide.
'Na matter .how obvious it is
, look at it until we can prove

Book club
to discuss
Berry novel
"The Memory of Old Jack," a
nos el bs Wendell Berry, is the
subieLt of discussion when hooklob(a ket* will be aired on KET
Jan 1s at 8,30 and again Jan 12
at It) 30,
Host Bill Goodman and four
regular on-air bookclub@Aet "members" share, their thoughts about
—fhe Memory of Old Jack" in a
coffee-shop setting..
Courier
Journal
columnist
Rochelle Riley (Louisville): college freshman Dava West I Inez),
University of Kentucky English professor Jonathan Allison (Lexington):
and inetalsmith/jewelry-maker Cait
McClanahan (Jessamine County).
along with Goodman. offer their
reactions and insights into Berry's
story of an aged farmer, reliving
in memory his life in the fiction
al community of Port William
Henry County's Wendell Berry.
called -the prophet of rural America" - by the New York Times, is
a consers atiomst, farmer, essayist.
poet and novelist of international
renown.
The winner of many prestigious
awards for writing. Berry laments
'modern society 's loss of a profound relationship with the land
and with our communities and has
dedicated his life to encouraging
practices that preserve and regenerate this relationship.
At www.ket.org.bookclub. the
Web site for bookclubet)ket, viewers Can read about Berry, chat
with fellow readers and offer their
own thoughts about "The Memory of Old Jack."
Many lipraries and bookstores
are partnering with KET to- promote the monthly series; and some
may initiate local bookclubkiket
reading groups.
\ I'ICI.ILA 11
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FAR LANDS TRAVEL
Grand Tour of
Portugal and Spain
May 7-22, 1999
This package includes:
•First Class Tour Operated by Globus
'Round Trip Motor Coach Trans to
Nashville, TN
*Round Trip Air from Nashville to
Lisbon
•Round Trip Airport Transfers in
Lisbon
'Services of a Professional Globus Tour
Director
•I4 Nights Twin Bedded First Class
Hotel Room with Private Bath
•All Hotel Taxes. Service Charges, and Tips
.14 Buffet Breakfasts, 6 Three-Course Dinners
•Services of a Far Lands Escort
•Total Price per Person Based on
Double Occupancy: $2849.00
Prime Life Members: $2749.00
AMAIN Iowan Awallolldr •I Few Lamb rm.,/
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to ourselves it is not." Sgt. Michael
Garcia said Tuesday.
Ms. Dixon, the mother of defendant Russell Henderson, was found
dead Sunday along a two-lane toad
north of Laramie
Henderson and Aaron McKinney. both age 21. are accused of
beating and robbing Shepard. a
gay University of Wyoming student..on •-Oct. 7 and tying him to
a split-rail knee outside Laramie.
Shepard, 21. died five days after
the attack.
According to Albany County
Sheriff s Sgt Rob Grahatn. Ms
Dixon was last seen about 7 p.m.
Saturday stumbling from a bar in
downtown Laramie Her body was
found about 12 miles away by a
passerby around 8:30 a.m.
Ms Dixon was wearing a short.
pink ny kin jacket over a shirt and
jeans in subicio wind chill. She

ripcc/

apparently died of hypothermia
about 1,0(X) feet from a house
driveway'.
"Every indication was there will
be some alcohol involved, which
of course lowers your ability to
handle cold air." Graham said.
Authorities have questioned
Henderson's stepfather, Charles E.
Dixon Jr., who has been convicted three times for beating his wife.
Police say there is no indication
Ms. Dixon had been beaten before
her death.
Dixon was charged with two
aunts of battery for allegedly
beating Mrs. Dixon on Nov. 4.
His preliminary hearing on the latest charges was postponed on Tuesday.
Anianda N1cMurtrey waited on
the Dixons during lunch about I
p.m. Saturday at Foster's Country
Corner Motel She said the coue

.
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ple had not been drinking.
"They just seemed like anybody else," McMurtrey said. "They
weren't arguing or anything, they
were just having lunch."
Henderson and McKinney are
scheduled to go on trial later this
year and could face the death
penalty if convicted.
Testimony at a November hearing indicated Shepard may have
been targeted because he was gay.
The attack brought condemnation
from President Clinton and calls
for tougher hate-crime laws.

Are you an
organ &tissue
donor?

Call on us
anytime.
For your

*LIFE *HOME .CAR
*FARM *BUSINESS
We'll always
he there for you.
Harold "Jack" Romaine
105 N. 12th St. • Murray
759-1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY & TN

SHELTER
I %SU R ANC I

For a free brochure call
1 -800-355-SHARE
Shelter Insurance Cos., Home Office: 1817 W Broadway, Columbia, MO 65218

(And,- What A Price!)

ANNOUNCING NEW ASSOCIATE

t4iknangt, REFRIGERATOR
Model #S0D23V

Only$899
Court Square-Murray • 753-1713
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
CASH & CARRY!

Going,Going, Gone....
•Lose Weight
•Get the
exercise habit

•Increase energy
•Have fun
•Let the YMCA be
your resolution
solution
"Expect Success"- a
YMCA weight loss and
weight management
program begins
January 4.

Call today for details
V 753-0228
12th Street Branch
209 N. 12th St.
We build strong
nommumbes and families

V71SA

University Branch
1510 Chestnut St.

Dr. Huong Dinh Kelly, a general dentist, will be opening her practice January Sin association with Dr. James B. Pickens at 706 Main Street, in Murray.
Dr. Kelly is a native of Murray having graduated from Murray High School in 1986. She
graduated cum laude from Murray State University in 1990 with a degree in biology.
As a student at Murray State, she was extensively involved in many various organizations.
She served in leadership positions in student government, as a student orientation counselor, and student ambassador. She was selected as a member of Gamma Beta Phi and
Omicron Delta Kappa National Honor Society.
She received her dental degree from the University of Louisville in 1994 and completed a
one year post graduate study in general practice residency also from Louisvillein 1995. Dr.
Kelly was also the chief resident of the general practice residency at the University of
Kentucky in 1996. In addition, Dr. Kelly has served on the faculty at the University of
Kentucky College of Dentistry as well as being the staff dentist at Kentucky Clinic North
also in Lexington
.fhis extensive post graduate doctorate training has given her valuable exrenence in treating pediatric, geriatric/nursing home and medically compromised patients. This 2-1/2 year
residency also included training in implant restoration, conscious sedation for dental phoHes. as well as the management of dental trauma injuries
Dr. Kelly is mamed to Dr. Sean Kelly. internal medicine specialist now associated with Primary I are Medical Centel ot Murray
They have a one year old son, Cameron.
Dr. Kelly will be accepting patients and begin her practice on January 5, 1999. To schedule an appointment, call (502)753-5052

Dr. James B. Pickens, DiVID

706 Main Street, Murray, KY • 753-5052

Is X,70lir iVlemory Not As Good_
As It Used To Be?
Take this simple test to help pinpoint the degree of your memory loss:
1. Do you ever forget where you left things, like your keys, purse, wallet, etc?
[ 'Never
I 'Occasionally [ 1Frequently
2. Do you ev• er forget a person's name that you have just been introduced to within a few minutes of the introduction?
[ 'Never [ lOccasionally [ 'Frequently
3. Do you ever forget that you have left something like the water running, food cooking, etc?
[ ]Frequently
[ 'Never
[ ]Occasionally
4. Has it become difficult to remember commonly used phone numbers, addresses, etc., without looking them up?
[ 1Never
[ ]Occasionally [ 'Frequently
5. Has it become necessary, in recent years, to post notes to yourself as reminders of appointments, events, etc?
Never
[ lOccasionally
[ 'Frequently
6. Do you ever forget your grandchildren's or other close relatives' names?
[ Never
[ 1Frequently
[ 'Occasionally
7. Do you ever forget that you did a chore a day or two before and start to do it over again?
'Never
[ lOccasionally
( ]Frequent
•
8. Do you ever forget an event(a meeting, appointment, etc.) that happened within the last
week?
'Never
[ 'Occasionally
[ )Freqjrnt
9. In the middle of doing something or going somewhere, do you everSget the reason why?
[ Never
[ ]Occasionally., ( )Frequent
If you answered all nine questions "Never," your memory appears to be in excellent condition.
If you answered five or more of the questions "Occasionally," a pattern of memory loss may be
developing. If you answered the questions with a mixture of "Occasionally" and "Frequently,"
you've obviously been experiencing memory problems for some time.

Four Rivers Clinical Research, Inc.,
the area's leader in memory research, is currently conducting clinical studies for the treatment
of mild memory loss and the prevention of Alzheimer's Disease. If you are over 55, in good
health, and beginning to show a pattern of memory loss, participation in one of our clinical
trials may help. In addition to modest compensation for study visits, lodging in Paducah will be
provided to facilitate ease in keeping appointments.

Call Caron Massey, Research Nurse, at (800) 445-6992.
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